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Intelligence for
Executives
By MAJ Richard Allen and Dr. Joseph Psotka

Introduction
This paper was written by use of an
experimental tool developed at Xerox
Palo AltO Research Center, making u e of
the Interlisp-D environment. This experimental tool, which wiu be di cussed
later, helps researchers organize complex ideas and knowledge into simple
tree structures. III helping write this paper, thi tool automatically extracted relevant ideas from existing text, stored as a
much larger hierarchy or tree.
The first fully-fledged conference on
artificial intelligence (AI). took place at
Dartmouth in 1956, 29 years ago. Yet,
one can hardly pick up a journal these
days without encountering yet another
tory about the newest miracle of technology to explode on the scene as if it
were invented yesterday. AI may still be a
baby in term of its potential for growth,
but it is a mature technology ready to be
exploited by tile Army for training, command and control,logi tics, intelligence,
and to provide the brains for active
robots. AI will undoubtedly be explOited
in many way on the battlefield, but it can
also make the Army run more efficiently
behind the lines.
The goal of AI (AI is best defined by its
goals and objectives rather than its decription) i to make computers and
other machines smarter so thar tlley are
more useful. In order to make machines
smarter, AI researchers deal with a core
set of topics, such as learning, language,
reasoning, perception, manipulation,
and computer environment. Since this
is an enormous range of topics, very few
people can encompass them all, so reearch work typically involves teams of
experts from several disciplines. ComNovember-December 1985

puter science generally provides the nucleus surrounded by logicians, psychologist , linguists, and otllers.

Expert Systems
Although the definition of AI covers
many areas of researdl, the widespread
excitement about it stems almo t exclusively from the commercial applications of expert systems. Expert systems
use rules to codify the knowledge of
experts so that a computer can act as an
expert to do the job or provide expert
consultation to others. Rules are written
in the form of a condition dlat needs to
be met (If ...) in order to take a certain
action (Then ...). The focus is on rule
as a knowledge base of expertise. Strucruring these rules uniformly provides
the founqation for the inference engine
(usually a relatively imple et of programs) to search the knowledge base
and determine the best course of action.
Understanding expert systems holds the
key to understanding the potential of AI
for the Army Understanding expert systems in turn hinges on knowledge about
the three key components: the Li p mach ine envi ron ment, the activity of
knowledge engineering, and case studies of the current capabilities of expert
systems.
One of the first "products" to come
out of the DarLmollth conference, from
MIT Professor John McCarLh)~ who probably coined the term artificial intelligence, wa the computer language Lisp
(LISt Processing language). Lisp has become the lingua franca of AI becau e all
of the significant milestones in the history of Al have been etched in Lisp.

Powerful computers, known a Lisp
machines, are designed to capitalize on
the strengths of Lisp. As a rough comparison, these machines have the storage
and memory of 2,000 per onal microcomputers, and a display with sufficiently high resolution to hold 10 to 15
micro-computer screens.
Putting all this programming power in
one persons hands means posing the
problem of how to create a human interface that lets someone deal with a highly
complex matter in a very simple way.
l1le current answer turn out to be a
high-resolution graphic display with inspectable windows and tree structures,
and an intelligent computer-basc:d assistant that helps interpret all these aids.
Future an wers are likely to uPPOrt
other symbolic systems, especially natural language.
The plummeting price of hardware
has seen the price of dedicated, ingleuser machines needed for Lisp processing drop from half a million dollars four
or five years ago to under $20,000 today.
The number of companies making these
machines is increasing steadily. Hardened machines for Army use are currently available, and portable machines
at tile cost of todays micro-computers
are probably only a year away.

Knowledge Engineering
The creation of expert systems involves a unique blend of skills to extract
the tructure of knowledge that eX'Perts
have and impose it onto the symbolic
formalisms a computer needs. These demands have created a new profes ion of
knowledge engineering. Generally,
knowledge engineers have come from
the computer sciences and they are inti-
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maLely aware of what the computer ,stem needs in order to function. Given
this knowledge, they have approached
an expert in the narrow area they wanted
to encode and gradually teased from the
expert the et of niles that best cover the
domain. Because of the complexity of
th proce , they have usually been
forced to become experts themselves.
However, this picture is rapidly changing, and other profe ional (often PS\'chologl t ) are learning to use the
powerful knowledge engineering environment available [0 perform thi
task.

Central to the process of knowledge
engLlleering is the formation of knowledge tructures that create a semanti
network of the kind shown in the accompanying diagram. Although the e knowledge structures are not required for the
operation of the expert system, they are
needed if the expert svstem is to provide
the kinds of explanation and justifications that someone would ask of it in its
role as an assistant, trainer, or decision
ald.
Developing an expert system through
the proces of knowledge acquIsition is
still much closer to an art than a science.
Trial and expensive error have yielded
the following general but useful advice
abourrhe kind of knowledge that works
best:
• It hould be based on facts covering
a well-defined body of knowledge.
hould require human
• It
judgement
• It should not be a physical skill, like
juggling.
• It should have well-recognized
experts.
• It hould be taught routinely in
courses or apprenticeship.
• It should be complex enough that a
simple computer algorithm cannot deal
with it.
• It hould cost a great deal for humans to learn it, because certainly, dle
expert y tem will be expen ive to
develop.
Expert sy terns can do anydling a
human expert can do, within limits. sually, their knowledge base is narrower
than an experts. They have limited e.xplanation capabilitie , virtually no naturallanguage, and they break down completely when a question falls outside
their area ofexpertis . Even more telling
is that thev can onlv effectivelv deal with
a uniform knowledge base. If there are
any conflicts in the knowledge ba e
(such as the opinions of multiple experts) the system will collapse.

2

Within these limits, if dlere is an expert on asubjecr, it is probably safe to bet
that an expert system ofsome kind exists
or can be con tructed. The following
general tasks offer some illustrative examples that try to cover the range of
pos ible systems: interpreting and
monitoring sensor data; diagnosing
faults and troubleshooting; controlling
the overall behavior of a system; de igning and configuring S) terns; planning
actions, route, and taclic ; predicting
outcomes of dvnamic systems; forecast·
ing the impli~tions of ;nodel ; training
technical knowledge and kills; and solving problems and making executive
decisions.
Most expert sy tem handle a part of
each of these tasks, but are designed to
deal best with problems in only one of
the above area~.

als. Programmers on Lisp machines aI·
readl' have the e assi tams since the
machines take care of much of the
housekeeping aspects of programming.
More recent expert system in medicin
act like invisible robot, helping and
tidying up whenever they can.
For example, watching a medical doctor interact with these sy tern , one
might n t realize the intelligent, expert
l'Stem is operating It has carefully been
made subservient to the doctor' initiative. The system provides him with an
identical version of the form normally
used. As it is filled out, tJle system may
enter uggested values, or display \vindow next to the form with a profile of
dle current patient (that it has extracted
from the form as tJle doctor was filling it
out) with sugge ted diagno es and doses
of medicine. The doctor is free to ignore
the advice, but if it is accepted, the form
is automatically updated and completed,
at considerable avings of time and
effort.
These kinds of assi tants can act as
unobtrusive consultants to executives
and professionals in many areas. TIley
take advantage of expert sy terns'
strength. in limited areas of knowledge,
but keep human expertise in the loop to
prevent catastrophic miscalculation by
limited expert systems.

Executive Assistants
People often say that an executive
does not need to know anything, only
how to find it when it is needed. Usually
that means a smart a~sistant who can
track down the information at a moments notice. The developments in exI ert systems and powerful computer,
are making it increasingly easier to
provide po erful assistants (not just asi lance) for executive and profe ion-

~~~~-
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Increa ingljl executives must have expertise in area where the\' have no experience or training. Computer technology constitutes a prime example of
this phenomenon, particularly within
DOD. More and more weapons are turning into walking or moving computers. A
brief (say week-long) executive training
session helps, but it cannot provide answers to straightforward questions when
th yare needed. An expert assistant can.
Similarly, the rules of law and bureaucracy an executive lives bv can be
entered into the knowledge b<ise of an
expert assistant and made ready at a fin·
gertips command. These kinds of con·
sultants are being developed in all areas
of business, such as la,,; banking, insurance, real e tate, and accounting.
A general officer steering committee
has been et up to develop a management action plan to apply A1 and robotics
to many Army areas. An Army AI group Ls
al 0 creating an effon to develop them
for logistics. It should only be a shon
step beyond these efforts to create expert general officers and enior Executive ervice assistants for distributed
communication, wargaming, and tactical
and strategic analysis.

AI in Training for the Anny
Our work within DCSPER naturally
focuses au r interest on manpower :md
training issue. within the Arm\: Cur·
rently, the Army's training sysiem is
strained as a result of reducti n in training time and an increased need for highly killed performance. Future Armv
doctrine identifies the need for skilled
operators and specialized technicians to
repair and maintain complex, high-technology weapon sy terns. Short tours of
duty and lengrhy training combine to
dilute the Armys expertise.
The distributed battlefield of the future will also make unprecedented demands on the cognitive decision-make
skills of its soldier. Thev need to be
prepared intellectually to -make fast, appropriate decisions and use complex
strategie and technologies. The best
way to train soldiers is to use the same
smart technology they will use on the
bal1lefield. At some point in the future,
battlefield system may even have intelligent training sj'stem embedded in
them.
An example of a mature technology
which is ready to be applied to the training problem is Imelligem Tutoring Sv. terns. The past decade has seen the development of seyeral of these systems
November-December 1985

that provide the kind of individualized
training and interactive instruction that
leads to the acqui ition of experti e
which might otherwise require years of
on-the-job experience. The Armv Research 1nstitute for the Behaviorai and
ocia! Sciences (ARI) has capitalized on
this technology by cooperating with
Xerox in the development of intelligelll
mailllenance training systems to create
improvements that are ready to be applied to Army systems.

A Prototype Trainer for
HAWK
The U.S. Armv Air Defense Artillery
School and ARI are conducting re earcl~
that will establish the effeaiveness of
new, intelligent computer technology
for training in an Army school etling.
The effon will adapt existing artificial
intelligence technolog\' to reduce the
time-to-field "expert" air defense artillery officers and technicians. A sophisticated AI-based maintenance tutor i.
being designed for HAWK (J'''lACH-III)
radar fault diagnosis and an intelligent
Conduct of Fire Trainer will be developed for Patriot. The high technology
environment of the missile school. with
its advanced radar and virruallj' automatic targeting device , has created a
skilled corps ofsoldiers well prepared to
evaluate these new idea.
The core of these trainers is an "articulate expert" capable of performing
problem solVing task, and explaining its
performance to soldiers and novices so
that they may rapidly acquire its "expertise:' The sy terns will tailor instruction
to individual trainees' needs, struauring
their training in the way a good personal
mentor would.
The articulate expert will prepare
trainees with appropriate background
information; demonstrate the maintenance or command and comrol task;
c,1rrv out in-task monitoring and guided
pra tice; and condua a thorough posttask debriefing, ju. t like an expert. The
building of these systems is an attainable
goal that will be a 'signal contribution to
training technology
Given pracric-JI constraints of implemelllation and funding. the role of these
systems in the overall program of instruction at a school wi II gradually in·
crease and spread to fielded system ,but
there are many training tasks that are
better carried Ollt with live instructors or
with the real equipment or three-dimensional simulators. Al technology at this
time is but one imp0rlalll componelll of
a continuum of training techniques_ and

much remains to be done to explore
how best to integrate all these
components_

Conclusions
In manv senses, the future is now. Unraveling all the many threads of pas·
sibilities in exi ting exploratory systems
creates the whole cloth for what th future will look like. Computer hardware
devices will become more intelligent,
smaller, and cheaper. They may become
part of every piece of equipment, from
clothing to rifles to missiles. They will
assist in training and in executive decisions. Expert systems with limited
knowledge bases will act a, assistants
and consuitaills in all Arm\' areas where
intelligent decisions need to be made
clearly and quickly.
Larger systems with more autono·
mous deci ion-making power are more
problematic because thev will still be
difficult and expensive to'construa and
to maintain; so their role will be dra ticallv more limited.
Natural language capabilities and
speech under tanding and generation
are somewhat clearer prospect for
rapid development and deployment.
Along with the sophisticated graphic
environments that will make computers
more like books to read and browse,
(but with intelligent assistants to help in
the browsing) narurallanguage facilities
are what executives need mo t of all
from A1 systems. With careful planning,
funding, and executive decisions by the
RDA communitv, thi future should
emerge from th~ present in the next
decade.
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Navy Applications of

Artificial Intelligence
By Leslie E. Gutzmann and Sharon M. Hogge

Introduction and Background
Throughout its histoq\ the U.S. avy
has been manpower intensive in most of
its system . The combination of demographic changes (fewer young men),
changed battle scenarios, and advanced
technologies in artificial intelligence
(AI), computers, and robotics suggests
both a need and an opportunity to multiply the effectivenes of avy per onne!.
'ot only can the e technologies reduce
manpower requirements, they can also
replace personnel in hazardou areas,
multiply combat power, improve efficiency, and augment capabilities.
Currenr Al effort are being performed at everal of the Navy' R&D laboratories. The Navy Center' for Applied
Re earch in Artificial Intelligence at the
Navy Research Laboratorv in WashingtOn, DC, 11as been chartered as the
main center for AI research in the avy.
Other laboratories performingsignificant work include the Naval Ocean Systems Center, an Diego, CA; the Naval
Surface Weapons Center, i1ver pring,
MD; and the Naval Per olmel Re earch
and Development Center, San Diego, CA.
Major areas of AI research in the Navy
laboratories are command, control,
communications and intelligence (C31),
training, expert advice for deci ion making, message processing, and control of
robotic ystems.
The definition of artificial imelligence
can be thought of as simply an attribute
demonstrated by any system which has a
dynamic data base of facts, a reasoning
mechanism that exchanges information
with the data base, and a static knowledge base as shown in Figure 1. Theoretically, thi basic intelligenr sy tem
should be able to make decision concerning an unknown ituation in which
it has no prior knowledge. The problem
4

(Very simple)

(Slatic)

(Dynamic)

Input by User
Figure 1. Madej of a basic intelligent system.

with thi structure is that the knowledge
base is static i.e., doe not learn. An example would be a mobile robot with the
attribute of artificial il1lelligence that
uddenlv sense an obstacle in its path
that it p'reviou ly mapped as clear. The
robot mu t make the decision to avoid
collision and if it is pas ible to go around
the ob tade. However, if it has limited
ensing processing and information capabilitie , then it will have no ability to
learn and no means to reach a logical
decision.
[n the area of C31, RADM Albert j.
Baciocco Jr., director of research, development, te t and evaluation, Office of
the Chief of Naval Operations, comments in Applications in Al-lificiallmelligence on the military need for AI:
In the case of C31, the neceSSity
for intelligent autOmation can be
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attributed to the teadily increasing
requirement for more re pon ive
intra- and inter-task force interactions driven by expanding demands
impo ed by ever more sophisticated surveillance and weapons systems of both frienclly and hostile
force. \'Ilhile the application ofconventional automation on the command, control, and communication arena ha been omewhat
uccessful to date, it has not really
kept pace with impro emems in
weapons sy tems and surveillance
capabilities whicl1 drive it. ArtifiCial
intelligence, I believe, affords new
opponunitie. , not simply for catching LIp, but for getting ahead.
In the area of comrol of robotic sy ten1S, the physical actions of a mobile
robot might nor eem to require a great
November-December 1985

deal of intelligence. Even small children
are able to navigate successfully through
their environment and to manipulate
items, such as light switches, tOI' blocks,
and eating utensils. However, these tasks,
performed almost unconsciousIv by humans, require many of the same abilities
used in solving more intellectually demanding problems when performed Iw
a machine.
Consequently re earch in robotics has
helped to develop many AI ideas. It has
led to everal techniques for modeling
"states of dle world" and for describing
the process of change from one state to
another. It has led to a better understand·
ing of how to generate plans for action
sequences and how t morutor the execution of the e plan.. Complex control
problems have al 0 forced us to develop
medlOds for sensor integration.

Current Efforts
Currendy underway in the Navy' R&D
lab are projects in three-dimensional
(3-D) vi ion, decision support for lire
suppOrt, command and control, C31, and
computer-aided training. The results of
these projects will be beneficial to nor
only the avy but to the odler services as
well.

3-D Vision and Image Processing
Three·dimensional vision has applications in manufacturing proces es i.e.,
welding, machining, paint spraying,
where the work environment wili
change with time. Also, with the navigation of a mobile vehicle. 3-D vision and
image proces ing are critical. At the
aval urface Weapons Center, the
Robotics Project Office i engaged in the
development of a passive, near real-time
3-D sensor for obstacle avoidance for a
robotic device and rough positioning of
a robot end effector widl respect to the
workpiece in a robolic arc·welding
system.
The approach to the 3-D vision is to
explOit the inherent characteristics of a
wide aperture lens, varving the focal
lengt!1., thus "seeing" only a slice of
pace, eliminating foreground and background cluner. Analog proce sing of dle
image i used to simplify the 3-D information used in the image under. tanding
expert system that "recognizes" the
image.
November-December 1985

Decision Making Aid
Timely decision making during warfare is critical. However, with the sophi. tication of todays weapons system; and
large quantiry of pertinent information
concerning a scenario, decision maker.
mal' find themselve reaching the limit
to the information dlat they can retain.
Efforts at the Naval Research Center
are dealing with this problem b,' development of an expert consultant SI'S'
tem for weapon allocation. This ystem
combines rwo important rooIs of AI to
generate improved weapon allocation
plans for the Marine Integrated Fire and
Air Power SuppOrt System, based on information proVided by forward observers using digital communication terminals. I'irst, the effectiveness of each
individual weapon again teach prospec·
tive target is computed using a computation network. The networks used in hattie are generalized to allow non-probabilistic reasoning and to use a criterion
called "merit" for efficient direction
acquisition.
After the calculation of individual
effectiveness values, a weapon allocation
tree is constructed to determine good
allocation plan, for the set of weapons.
The indi\'idual effectivene s values are
u ed to direct the Lral'ersal and pruning
of this allocation tree and to selecl the
best allocation plans. This method of
search succeeds in finding a globally optimal weapon allocation plan.

Throughout all this research, the main
emphasis i on the application of AI
tools.

Computer-Aided Training: Steamer
Compllter-aided tmining, training deI'ices, imulation, and U'aining cost benefit analysis are being addre ed in work
sponsored by the 'aval Personnel Research and Development Center by Bolt,
Beranek, and Neuman Inc. The name of
this projecr is "Steamer." TIle main objective of the Steanler effort is to develop
and evaluate advanced knowledgebased techniques for u e in low-cost,
portable training systems. The project i
focused on propulsion engineering as a
domain in which to investigate these
computer-based training techniques.
An important component of the
Steamer system is a detailed mathematical. imulation of a propulsion plant.
This simulation model describes the engine room portion of the propulsion
plant and has interactive user capabililie . This portion ofth model may
be used alone or with other modules.
Facilities to smooth imeraction with the
Sl tem are available, al 0 an on-line data
base of vari3blcs containing information
about their units, range, dle models in
which thel' occur, and their role in the
simulation e.g., internal constant~ or as
values ent to the real-time interface.

Future Efforts

The Naval Ocean vstem Center is
addressing the issue of information and
data sharing in tl1e C3 ) arena. Earlier
investigations of Nav\' data fusion problems and techniques are being examined in dlree areas. The first investigation, trom a single sire and platform, is
extended to a global nerwork of svstems.
The problem of sharing information
among subsystems of a command and
control system i expanded to that of
sharing information of mutual interest
with odler units and battle groups. The
second investigation concerns a recon·
struction and post-analysis system. The
reconstruction pro ess is impl\' dara fu·
sion after all data are in. After reconstruc·
tion, AI techniques may be used to interpret and help analyze the event records.
The third area concerns information
storage and retrieval in novel mediums.

The Navy is also looking toward the
future needs ofdle neet and the requirements for research efforts to meet these
needs. Below, potential application
f
AI are described which have been identi·
fied by a stud)' at the Naval urface Weapons Center.

Expert System for Replenishment
Logistics
An expert system for repleni hment
logistics would assist and peed supph'
operations at sea. An underway replenishment (vertical replenishment via
helicopters, or alongside via span wire
from the replenishment hip) i. an operation requ iring 50 percent or more of
the erelv. Depending on dle ship size,
tWO 10 eigb[ hours are required for the
replenishment. Ships are vulnerable
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Figure 2. Processing architecture for a mobile robotic device.
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during thi period because both crews
are involved in the tran fer of supplies.
In addition, handling the cables is
hazardous.
Danger is also present among winch
operations and overhead wire breakage
i possible. As materiels are brought
aboard, lines of men are formed to break
down palletized load and transfer those
materials below decks. However, some
materials cannot be stowed immediately
and are stacked where pace permits.
The order in which upplieswill arrive is
ometimes not known. The typical
choke poims in underway replenishments are work partie that must phy ically handle marerial. An objective during repleni hmem is to minimize the
time required to complete the process,
thereby min.imizing the vulnerability of
a hip.
A computer system could be used to
support the logi tic of the transfer of
materials. Software with knowledge
rules based on the arrival order of materials, flow paths to proper storerooms,
hip layout, number of crew members
available, expected time for tasks, and
available space could optimize arrival
order, flow paths, and crew usage. This
information could be coordinated with a
similar system on the replenishment
ship. The optimized mare rial flow patterns would minimize the time ships are
alongside as ""'ell as the time needed 10
StOW the material.

Intelligence Data Correlator
Just before a ship i deployed, a large
amount of written information is received concerning pertinent intel·
ligence thaI may affect the mission ofthat
ship. Thi information must be reviewed,
requiring numerous manhours. Ta tics,
threat assessments, maps, and charts tor
the hip are then prepared from this information and the resulting analy is.
6

The Defense Advanced Re earch Projects Agency has the Autonomous Land
Vehicle Program which is generating
technology that would apply to this application. In addition, the Naval Ocean
ystems Cenrer and the Defense Nuclear
Agency have ongoing programs in intelligent robotic systems.

A rule-based expert. ystem could be
quile u eful for this task given the large
amount of information to be analyLed
and correlated, The s stem could assist
in the above mentioned lasks as well as
with the monitoring and analy i of tactical, political, and intelligence information on a contin uous basis to detect developing patterns, provide warnings or
requests, project scenarios, and recommend possible actions. This sy tem
could provide input as a decision mak·
ing aid used by the commanding officer.

Today, the discipline of artificial intelligence appears to reali tically address a
wide range of military concerns. Currem
elfor include C31, u'aining, expert advice for decision making, message processing, and control of robotic system .
We are facing declining availability of
manpower and rising costs, uch manpower issues, coupled with the increasing complexity of our d cision environment and our hardware system , is one
driving force behind DOD interest in AI.

Expert Mobile Sentry
Watch standing requires 20 percent to
25 percent of the crews time while at sea.
The watch may involve monitoring dials
and recording readings regularly, observing machinery in operation, roving
the ship and checking locks on storerooms, freezer and lockers, disbursing,
ships store, scanning the sky and ea for
objects, monitoring radar, message traffic and communication equipment. Also,
watch tasks may include the guarding of
special weapon. Many vital operations
of a ship are monilored constantly. ince
watch standing requires an enormous
amount of manpower, the automation
via robotics and AI of many of the tasks
above would mean manpower savings.
A mobile sensor platform with the
ability to deteo fire, smoke, tOxic fumes,
infrared radiation, flooding, and other
critical condition could perform a
mobile watch standing task. Figure 2
contains a processing architecture for a
typical mobile robotic device. Sensor
are available today but are nOt suffi·
ciently reliable or robust for a naval environment. Further, even though numerous permanently installed remote sensors could do the sel1Sing function as a
permanent sy tern with wiring running
through the hip and back to a main
monitoring tation, it would be very susceptible to damage.
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Air Combat Expert Simulation
By Dr. Timothy E. Goldsmith and Dr. Roger W. Schvaneveldt

Introduction
Air Combat Expert imulation, or
ACES for short, is a computer simulation
of the cognitive kills piloL'; emplor in
air-combat maneuvering (ACM). ACM occurs when twO or more opposing pilots
auempt to obtain an advantageous position over one atlother.
The problem d main of ACM offers
much of the complexity found in u'aditiona I task~ studied by cognitive psychologists. For example, in performingAC I,
a pilot must prediCt what his opponent
will do next, plan a cour. e of acti n,
execute the actions in a timely manner,
and continuously evaluate and update
his plan of action.
ACES attempts to model dle cognitive
performance of expert fighter pilms in
performing ACM. At present, the computer simulation is directed primarily at
selecting maneuvers to perform under a
given set of airspace conditions. Maneuver seleaion i guided by a model of the
decision-making skills of expert piloL~.
Represented within ACES is an airspace environment occupied by two opposing aircraft of equal capabilities
(AT-38s). ACES displays changes in this
airspace by howing sequences of static
airspace states. Each airspace state is a
snapshot in time description of the posi·
tions, orientations, and airspeeds of the
aircraft.
ACES also contains Ilight equations to
describe the aerodynamic characteristics of high-performance aircraft.
Ea h maneuver known to ACE is described 31 a equence of inpuL~ to these
equations. ACES currently work~ with 1
b;Lsic flying maneuvers, including both
offensive and defensive maneuvers.
Some example maneuvers include low
yo yo, barrel roll, quarter plane, and
break tlI rn.
A typical session widl ACES con isIS of
a user selecting maneuvers for one aircraft with ACES selecting maneuvers for
the other aircraft. The goal for each participant is to maneuver his aircraft into a
position for deploying weapons. A u er
begins a session by choosing conditions
for an initial airspace state. The user and
ACES then select maneuvers that appear
November-December 1985

most appropriate for their aircraft under
the existing conditions. It is also pos ible
to let ACES select for bOth aircraft, in
which case the lL~er simply ob erve the
engagement.
After selection is complete, ACES uses
the !light equations to realisticallv execute each aircraft thr ugh its man~uver.
During this time, the user sees a series of
airspace states depiCling the aircraft performing their maneuvers. The Ia~l state
sholVs the resulting conditions in the airspace after the maneuvers have been
completed. A new , Ct of maneuvers are
then selected for this stare, and the cycle
cOlllinues.
The airspace environm nt is described to an ACES user in both tabular
and graphic forms. A table provides information specific to each aircraft, such
as heading, airspeed, and altitude and
also information relative to both aircraft,
such as range and closure rate. A graphics display depicts a three-dimensional
image of 111e twO ai rcraft. The reference
poim for viewing the airspace can be
changed by the user to allow various
viewing oriemations and distances. It is
even possible to pick a viewpoilll from
within one of the aircr..ms cockpiL~. This
allows the user to ee what the pilot
would see when looking straight out of
the cockpit windscreen. The information
table and graphiCS are displayed
simultaneously
ACES emplovs a production system architecture for representing it. knowledge of ACM. A production system is a
programming technique used extensively in artiticl3l tntelligence (AI) work.
The data base of the production system
contain, information thar pilots find
useful for selecting maneuvers such as
aspect angle, angle off, and closure rate.
ACES' production rules are if-then stalemcms dlat describe conditions for performing particular maneuvers. ACES is
written in the programming language
PROLOG.

We have employed techniques of
knowledge engineering in AI and expen-nOVice research in cognitive psychology to understand the cogniti\'e
skills underl)'ingACM. From discus, ions

with expert pilOts, primarily from the
479th Tactical Training Wing at Holloman Air Force Base, NM, we have identified information critical for electing
maneuvers, local and global strategies
for maneuvering against opponents, and
means for evaluating relative positional
advantages. Scaling procedure have
been used to identify and represent the
conceptual struOures of pilms with various level of expertise. Much of our current effort in this area is direct d at understanding how pilots form and evalu·
ate plans of action.
The ACES project is currently funded
by the Air Force Human Re ource Laboratorv at Williams Air Force Base, AZ,
through the Compllting Researdl laboratory at New Mexico tate Unh'er i~~

Project Goals
The ACES project is designed to
achieve several interdependent goals. A
primary objective i a better understand·
ing of the cognitive kills lUlderlying performance in complex tasks uch as ACM.
We are particularly interested in pilots'
planning and decision making abilities.
We hope to learn how these skills are
acquired and what distingui he an expert pilot from a more mediocre
performer.
A ,econd goal is to develop a. compmational model for representing and
employing expertise in ACM. In this
sense, ACES is an attempt to create an
expert s\·srem. There are some important diffi rences, however, between ACE
and other AI type expert y terns.
First, expert system., to wte ha\'e dealt
primarily widl static tasks; that is, the
particular problem at hand does not
change much over time. In contrast, ACM
occurs in a dynamic environment, so it is
likely that existing methods for repreenting knowledge in expert srstem.
will prove inadequate in the ACM environment. Second, unlike expert systems, ACES is not currently aimed at aiding or replacing the human expert. ACES
doe. nm consider the perceptual motor
kills that are so critical in real-time performance of ACM. In. tead, its sole focus
is cognitive. Third, an imponant goal of
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the project is to con ider the psydlological validity of certain aspects of its computational method. fn contrJSt, expert
systems are motivated primarily by performance criteria and are not intended
to be psychological models.
Athird goal ofACE is to teach student
pilots the cognitive skills required to
perform ACM. We envi ion ACES erving
as a desk-top training system to supplement students' academic training. Students can learn much about ACM by observing expert pilots perform the task.
10 the extent that ACE successfully
models the ded ion proces e of an expert pilot, it offers an excellent tool for
teaching maneuvering skills to student
pilots. However, ACES i not imended to
teach the perceptual motor skills required to actually maneuver aircraft. Instead, its teaching potential is its abil ity
to demonstrate to students appropriate
maneuvering actions under a variety of
air-eombat situations.

Future Directions
One future direction of the ACES project is to begin to incorporate strategic
planning imo the model. Currently, the
decision making ability of ACES is aimed
at the maneuver leveL Although the maneuver is an important aspect of air combat, pilots dearly plan sequence of actions that are more global than the
maneuver. We hope to incorporate imo
the model higher-level goals and plans
for achieving those goals.
Although the ACE projeCt has focused
solely on air-to-air combat, it appears to
have relevance to other areas. The approach taken in ACES might be applied
to represent the c gnitive kill required
of people in other dynamic task environments. Adapting the basic framework of
ACES to similar domains, such as helicopter-helicopter or tank-tank engagements, would be another interesting direction for future work.
DR. TIMOTHY E. GOWSMITH is an
assistant professor ofpsychology at the
Univernty ofNew Me.:aco. He received a
B.S. in mathematics from Northern Ari·
zona University and an MA and PhD.
in psychology from New Mexico State
University.
DR. ROGER W SCfNANEVELDT is a
professor of psychology at New Mexico
State University. He received a BA de·
gree in psycbologyfrom the University of
Utah andhis PhD inpsychologyfrom the
University of Wisconsin.
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New Smoke Vehicle Type Classified

The M1059 Smoke Generator Carrier will be fielded to Army units In Korea and
Europe In October 1986.

A new smoke vehicle has been type classified by the Army and designated the
Ml059 Smoke Generator Carrier. This action took place a a result of a type
classification in process review held last April at tile Edgewood Area ofAberdeen
Proving Ground.
The review was ho ted by project manager (PM), smoke/obscurants, and tile
briefmg conduCted by the Chemical Research and Development Center (CRDC).
Attending were representatives from the Office of Project Manager, M113 Family
of Vehicles, the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine COmmand, the .. Army
Materiel Command, the Logistics Evaluation Agency, and other activitie .
The vehicle is managed jointly by the PM, M113 family of vehicles and PM,
smoke/obscurants. Each conducted simultaneou product improvement programs (PfPs) on the twO eetion of the MI059.
PM, smoke/obscurants managed the M15 Smoke Generator Set, which was
designed by the Munitions Directorates Smoke Divi ion of CRDe. PM, M113
family of vehicles developed the MI059 Smoke Generator Carrier on which the
system is mounted.
FuJI scale produCtion of the vehicle is expected to begin in June 1986. Ln
October 1986, fielding will begin to units in the .. Army Forces COmmand, the
United States Army Europe, and the Eighth U.S. Army Korea. A tOtal of 195
vehicles will be fielded.
The combination of an M1l3A2 Armored Per.sonnel Carrier, with an M157
Smoke Generator Set, makes the MI059 Smoke Generator Carrier the first
vehicle with large area mobile smoke generation capability. Six MI059 will be
provided to each chemical company in the Army!; heavy divisions, due to
requirements of the Division 86 force structure.
The MI059 can produce moke continuously for one hour without refueling.
The vehicle is operated by a three-man crew consisting of a vehicle cOlllmander,
a driver, and a smoke generator operator. The ystem is remote controlled,
allowing the crew to be protected by the vehicles armor during moke
operations.
The M157 Smoke Generator Set will also be applied to the High Mobility
Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle, sclledule to be fielded in FY87 in all smoke
generation units not equipped Witll M10595.
COL Morron . Brisker, project manager, smoke/obscunmts, is the life-cycle
manager for the M157 Smoke Generator et, and LTC Lawrence J. Becker II,
projeCt manager, M113 family of vehicles, is the life-eycle manager for the MI059
Smoke Generator Carrier. The MI059 Smoke Generator Carrier will fielded to
Army units in Korea and Europe in October 1986.
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The HAWK Institutional Training System
By Bennie H. Pinckley, Dr. William C. Wall Jr., and J. D. Kirkland Jr.

I

An integrated approach to HAWK institutional rraining will result in significantly improved school-based soldier
proficiency and in substantially reduced
life cycle training costs. This is the conclusion of a recently released HAWK
Project Office Study. The study-a comprehensive system' engineeriJ;g evaluation involving the combar developer, the
materiel developer, and the training developer-recommends rile introduction
of computer-based instruction (CB1) and
CB] simulation as the central thrust of
this integrated approach. Classroom intruction and practical exercise on
HA\VK tactical eqUipment will be maintained as integral element of total
school curriculum, but with revised
emphasis.
Integration is a key factor in rile HAWK
Institutional Training ystem (HITS) in
two majOr ways. First, the study team
repre ented an integrated effort of the
combat developer, the materiel developer, and the training developer, operating together as a HAWK Training
Comminee. The association of rile first
two groups was not unusual in such an
endeavor. However, the integration of
me third group on the basis that the
concept-based reqUirement methodology applies as much 10 the training
developer as it does to me combat developer was a first-if not for the Armvthen certainly for HAWK. Second, 'me
rudy team was chartered to evaluate the
total institutional training requirement
both for operator and maintenance
training at rile U.S. Army Air Defense
Artillery School and the .S. Army Ordnance Missile and Munitions Center and
Sdlool. In both instances, rile emphasi
on integration paid handsome dividends
resulting in more than JUSt mode t
payoffs.

Background
HAWK is the U.S. Armv and U.S. Marine
Corps primary low-~lltiiude. all-weather
air defense missile system. De igned for
particular effectiveness at low altitude,
HAWK uses a continuous wave radar
November-December 1985

homing guidance 10 discriminate against
ground cluner and achieve intercepts
against rile lowest flying ai rcraft targets.
Improved HA\VK is effective against the
full spectrum of aircraft at all tactical
speeds, altitudes, and in a heavy electronic countermeasures environment.
The ystem is highly mobile, helicopter
transportable, and will operate under
rugged weather conditions.
Basic HAWK-originally deployed in
]96o-is deployed with U.S. forces
around the world. A~ hostile threats increased, HA\VK was modified to meet
these rllreats and to take advantage of the
rapid increase in technology. A major
update to HAWK was fielded in 1972
when Improved HAWK was deployed.
This included such improvements as solid state eleCtronics, digital data processing, counter-countermeasures improvements, rocket motor and warhead improvements, improved reliability, increased built-in test equipment, and
easier maintenance.
A second major update occurred in
]979 when the phase I product inlprovements were fielded. These improvements included a new olid state transmitter for me Continuous Wave Acquisition Radar, a new digital moving target
indicator for the Pulse Acquisition Radar,
and provision for the Army Tactical Data
Link-an automated interface with the
AI\lrrsQ-73
A third update occurred in 1983 with
the fielding of the phase [[ produCl improvements. This update proVided the
system wim an optical tracking system as
an adjunct mode and proVided a major
update of the High Power Illuminator
for reliability, maintainability, and for improved performance. In rile same tin1e
frame, the missile was updated wim new
performance improvements and sheLflife components were replaced. The next
major update will occur in the
mid-1980 when the phase III product
improvements are fielded. This significant update includes an additional modification of rile High Power Illuminator
and the Continuous Wave Acqui ition

Radar, a new computer and fire comrol
display system, a new integral operator
training system in the Platoon Command
POSt (a field proficiency trainer) and
provision of a new system capabUity for
low-altitude imultaneous engagements.
These major update cycles have allowed HAWK to continue to be the most
effective ai r defense weapon in the
world. HAWK has proven itself in thousands of flight tests against every type of
threat, including actual combat application. Improved HAWK is u ed by the
Army, the Marine Corps, and 21 allied
nations.
Although significant changes have
been made to me HAWK tactical equipment, the institutional training methodology for me most in1portant people
piece of the system equation has remained unchanged for 25 years, relying
totally on classroom lecture coupled
wim practicai exercise on tactical equipment. While this method certainly has
stood the test of time and has been effective, it has several limitations in todays
environment in HAWK institutional
training:
• Inadequate training at the institutions is highlighted annually by the user
as me major system problem found in
me field.
• The electronic countermeasures
environment the HAWK operators will
undoubtedly face, should a combat ituation occur, cannot be simulated with
existing HAWK facilities. As a result, the
air defense mission training for operator contains a significant void.
• Classroom lecture is a "passive-'
mode of training that fails to capitalize
on the quantum advances in "active" processe made possible by computerbased instruCllon. In its current memodology only 30 percent of organizational maintenance critical tasks and 50
percent of intermectiate critical tasks are
taught at the schools, while the balance
are exported to the field commander.
• The HAWK training base has always
suffered from a deficit of tactical hardware. Foreign Military Sales customers·
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and Direct Sale cu tomers juSt add fuel
to the fire in this regard because the
training base is primarily sized f, r U.S.
studems only.
• Maimenance ofschool tactical hardware is a constant problem due to high
usage rate and repair parts shortage. As
a consequence, hands-on practical exerci e is reduced far below expected
levels.
• Full accomplishmem of training exported to the field for on- the-job training i uspect because the air defense
mission properly takes first priority in
deployed HAWK units. The bottom line
i that there just is not sufficiem time to
complete the exported training through
on-the·job training.

HAWK Institutional Training
System Study
Prompted by this harsh reality, the
HAWK PM with the full support of the Air

Defense Artillery chool commandant
and the Ordnance Missile and Munitions
Cemer and chool commandant chartered a HAWK Training Committee in
. mid-1983 to deVelop the architectural
concept for institutional trainers for
both operator/organizational maintenance training and support maintenance
training. Further, the committee was to
perform a cost and benefit analy is with
regard to th recommended olution
and provide a compatible program approach. The HAWK Training Committee
was assisted in the analytical aspects of
the analysis by the Raytheon Co., the
HAWK prime comractor, and Raytheon
Services Co. and WCW A:. ociates, Inc.,
Raytheon subcontractOrs.
As a first step in our sllldy methodolo~m the existing approach 10 HAWK
instirutional training was examined in
order to provide a baseline for such critical issues as current training philo ophy.
existing MO structure, identification of
available training resources, and identification of other recent training srudies
and analyses. The statements of training
needs and training constraints of both
the artillery school and the Missile and
Munition Center and School were exanlined and integrated with d1e 8,258
pecific tasks to be taught for the system
hardware requiring training.
This data base provided a detailed decription of training requirements that,
when coupled with d1e priority objectives developed by the training committee, provided a comprehen ive framework for evaluation, assessment, and
final election of a training S) tern. Of
10

interest is the fact that the requirements
thu defined reflected total system requirements, thus the selected training
sy tern was analyzed in terms of total
requirements.
A key to thiS study was the analy is
conducted to determine the broad spectrum of generic instructional deliverv
approaches available to insure d1at all
logical alternative were properly considered and evaluated. This pha e of the
analysis resulted in the identification of
39 separate and distinct approache
ranging from traditional lecture and laboratory instruction to CBI full-media
simulators and d1e identification of 49
individual system and components associated with one or more of the identified generic systems. Each of the identified ystem and their related components were applicable in some manner
to the HAWK in titutional training en·
vironment for either operator or maimenance training or both.
The many alternative solutions thus
developed were then compared again t
the requirements. Alternatives not meeting this go no-go test wer eliminated.
urviving alternatives were ranked using
a weighted scoring model and a co tbenefit analysis was conducted. The final
recommended olution for HAWK institutional training was then elected.
Since there wa no attempt at 'lOy pOint
in the stud\' to drive the solution to anv
particular 'method of in truction, the

final conclu ion ...vas the one generic solution that best met requirements and
that was mosl cost effective.

Systems Integration
The exhaustive analysis of the u'aining
environment and many available alternative solution led the training committee to d1e conclusion that the best technical approach was an integrated )'Stems approach to HAWK in titutional
training that require the following four
interrelated components be present:
• Conference. Composed of tutorial
lecture instruction. group testing, and
administrative instruction in the cI
room, this mode accounts for approximately 10 percent of total instruction.
• Computer·Ba ed Instruction. This
includes tutorial. drill and practice remediation, reinforcement, 2-D imulation, and te ting delivered via a computer-based instructional system enhanced with <til appropriate media. This
mode i approximately 50 percent of
total.
• Computer-Based In truction Slmulati n . This component i the CBI system enhanced by 3-D simulators of
HAWK tactical hardware This component provides d1e "touchy-feelies" of actual tactical equipment, but i till 3-D
simulation. Approximately 15 percenr of
total training time is devoted to this
mode.

Figure 1. CBI instructor station functional diagram.
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• Practical Exercise. This mode accounts for approximately 25 percent of
total training time and involves hands-on
test.ing of selected HAWK [asks utilizing
HAWK tactical hardware.

ffiTS Major Items
The institutional training system consists of cm instruaor stations, cm student stations. four CBI simulators, and
the courseware.
The computer-based instructor tations are full-media systems capable of
using all existing capabilities in term of
training/trainer systems imeraClivity, performance measurement and recording,
and systems management. A functional
diagram of the CBI instructor station is
depicted at Figure 1.
The follOWing four CBI simulators are
planned: Continuous Wave Acquisition
Radar, High Power Illuminator, Platoon
Command Post, and Tactical Display Engagement Comral Console. The CBI simulator student station functional diagram
is depicted at Figure 2. The remaining
HAWK major items do nor require 3-D
simulation for traini ng since the combination of 2-D simulation plu practical
exercise is considered satisfactory

Cost and Benefits
Perhaps the icing on the cake is that in
addition to being the be t technical approadl, HITS will save the Armv $58 million over a 10- year period. C~nducting
all institutional training on tactical hardware is both inefficient and expensive.
With HITS implementation, tactical
equipment requirements are dramatically reduced at the two school and the
COSt of maintenance i similarlv reduced.
In addition, proper implememation of
HITS will re ult in a dramatic increase in
the numbers of tasks tr<.ined in each
HAWK MOS and will provide for a teaching capability that cannol be achieved
even on tactical hardware. This improvement reflects TRADOC Commander
GEN William R. Richardsons direction
that all TRADOC schools incorporate as
much institutional instruclion as possible and minimize exported training in
order to reduce the training pressure
on the field c mpany commander. The
re ult will be a better trained and more
competent oldier emerging from institutional training.
While not tabulated in the COSl benefits analysis, downstream benefits should
appear in the field in terms of improved
mean-time-to-repair, decreased repair
parts usage, and overall improved sv November-December 1985

Figure 2_ CSI simulator student station functional diagram.
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tem read iness. At the bottom line, the
implementation of HITS will eliminate
the weakest link in the HAWK svstem
chain.
'

Summary
HITS i the much needed upgrade of
the HAWK training base. It is a cost-effective solution and is enthusiastically endOl-sed by (he PM HAWK, TRADOC, the
Army Air Defense Artillery School, and
the Army Ordnance Missile and Munitions Center and School. Planned for implementation consistent with HAWK
phase III tactical hardware fielding, HITS
will significantly improve school-based
soldier proficiencY With attendant increased effectivene~~s in the field.

BENNIE J-f. PINCKLEY is the chiefengineer in/he HAWK Project qUiee, MICOM.
He is an engineering graduate and is
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administration a/
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The Total Package-e-Unit Materiel Fielding Way
By Maxine Richter

uccess! We started at milestone !,
with funds in place for the development
and acquisition of the new product. All
mileslOnes were met and the system i in
production. ow we can sit back on our
laurels, or go on toward the developm<:;m of a new system. Or i the job really
done? What about the overall objective,
which has alv.oays remained the sanle,
namely; gelling perationallyeffective
and supportable equipment 10 the field?
With the new weapon ystems being
generally more complex and sophi ticated than the equipment they are replacing, getting an. operationally effective and supportable end item to the
field now requires a coordinated e~ rt
on the part of the logistics community,
the materiel developer, and the gaining
command.
TIle need 10 improve the force modernization materiel fielding process
(gening supportable equipment to the
field) has been voiced by virtually all
major Army commanders. Under the
current method of materiel fielding, the
gaining command is charged with the
responsibility of budgeting for initial repair parts support; requisitioning special
tools and test equipment; associated
items of equipment; test, measurement,
and diagno tic equipment; and a myriad
of odler actions in preparing for the receipt of the newly developed system.
The current method of fielding new
eqUipment has placed a burden on the
user, as the user is often budgeting for
support of the sy tern without having any
t<::chnical fan1iliarity of the equipment 10
b e supporte d . This unfami Iiarity has
often led to wlderstandable over ights
involving dle authorization and supportability of reqUired associated items of
equipment or test, measurement, and
diagnostic equipment,
as well as over
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e limation or under e timations of the
dollars required to assure initial
support.
Other problems for the gaining commands have been associated with the
current method of fielding, and thus,
have contributed to the need for improving dle materiel fielding process. Under
the current force modernization fielding
technique, initial repair parts would
quite often be individually shipped to
the gaining unit. This individualized flow
of materiel has resulted in some materiel
losses, and in some instance, the materiel was not identi.fied as being associated with the new end item being
fielded. In the larter case, there was a real
and justifiable concern that the initial
repair parts would prematurely be dec1ared excess and em to disposal. In
addition, considerable time and effort
wa required bydlegaining command to
track the percent of fill of these parts and
justify to the materiel fielder that ufficient upport was available to have the
new weapon ystem delivered.
[n any gathering of materiel fielders,
dle classic horror tories are told and
retold to the poim f th ir taking on a
legendary aura. The materiel fielder and
dle gaining unit may change from tory
to lOl)l but the b' ic theme remains dle
same. That is, the supply support is not
available at dle gaining unit as the fielding date of the end item approaches. The
most often cited scenario goes like this:
The gaining unit requisitioned the initial
repair parts for support of dle end item
in time to meet a projected fielding date.
The items were received, but dle fielding
date slipped which cau ed a lack of demand for these parts. Because of the lack
of demand for dle repair parts, these
items were prematurely declared excess
by the gaining unit and were eith r sent
to disposal or back to the wholesale sys-

tern. As the new date for fielding approached, these same items had to be
requi itioned again by the gaining unit
and the emire process of attaining supply suppOrt for the system being fielded
had to be repeated.

Background
An Army Materiel Command AMC)
initiative was undertaken in December
1982 that re ulted in the developm III of
the Total Packag nit Materiel Fielding
(TPIUMF) concept. TIli concept was designed 10 alleviate many of the problem
areas as ociated with the traditional
force modernization method of fielding
and relieve the gaining command of dle
unnece sary burdens as ociated with
dlis method of fielding. The gaining
command would therefore be able to
devote the tinle, effort, and re ources,
heretofore devoted to materiel fielding,
to their main mis ion or "raison de eire."
The Total PackagelUnitMateriel Fielding concept was tested in fiscal year 1984
with the fielding of six systems. Because
of the success of the test fieldings, the
Army vice chief of staff directed further
expanSion of the TP MF method of
fielding during the Functional Area Assessment on Aug. 17, 1984. AMCs plans
for expansion include fielding 24 systems under this method in fi cal year
1985,81 systems in fiscal year 1986 and
aU ANIC fielded sy terns in fi cal year
1987 and thereafter.

The Process
Under TP/ MF, AMC fielding commands assume the requisitioning burden] r fielding systems and thereby reIieves dle gaining commands of much of
the initial burden associated widl force
modernization fielding. Fielding under
the TPIUMF process hift many of the
responsibilities previou Iy placed on the
user 10 the AMC fielding command, and
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thereby reduce dle gaining unit and major command workload. TPIUMF is defined as a materiel distribution and control proce s to provide a consolidated
package of end items and support materiel for dlat end item to the gaining unit.
Total PackagelUnit l\-1ateriel Fielding
aJlo~ dle materiel fielder to distribute
the system and its support package to the
field in a single step. The .uPport package includes everything from initial repair partS and test equipment to publications and special tools. Under TP/ NU';
me fielding command identifies, funds,
a emble, packages, and ships the
weapon system as a total package. This
reduces dle workload of me gaining unit
and smoom me transition of the weap00 ystem to dle user.
TIle materiel acquisition process remains unchanged until the materiel
fielder receives me gaining commands
Mission upport Plan. At this point, me
materi I fielder develops a complete or
comprehen ive Materiel Requirements
List for me gaining command. This list
identifies all of me items of supply which
are reqUired to field, operate and maintain the end item. This list is all-inclu ive.
That i , it contains items that need to be
requisitioned by the gaining command,
as well as tho e item that AMC will r quisition. The Materiel Requirements List
is men fully coordinated with the gaining command, and agreements are
reached during the initial coordination
vi it of the materiel fielder as to dle requisitioning responsibilitv of both the
gaining commatld and me fielding command. Any suppOrt items for which the
gaining command can apply available assetS are deleted from dle Ii t of items to
be requisitioned by AMC in order to
avoid the generat ion of excesses.
The AMC fielding command men requisitions me required items. Major end
item md associated support items of
equipment are sent to a staging activity,
while repair parts, special tools and te t
equipment, and publication. are shipped to a Unit Materiel Fielding Point
(UMFP). There are three UMFPs in
CONU : New Cumberland, Red River,
md harpe Army DepotS. The UMFPs
receive and consolidate me item into
unit packages and, upon notification
form me materiel fielder, hip me package to t h e staging

PACKAGE PROCESSING POINTS AND
OCONUS CENTRAL STAGING AREAS
SHARPE ARMY DEPOT
RED RIVER ARMY DEPOT
NEW CUMBERLAND ARMY DEPOT
MAINZ ARMY DEPOT
FREDERICKSFELD

KOREA

Ar me staging area, which may be an
OCONUS central taging activity or an
area designated at the gaining unit location, the end items and all supporting
items are assembled, and the end items
are proce sed for issue. Representatives
from the gaining units, according to a
previously arranged schedule, arrive at
these sites, md an inventory of the package to be handed-off i jointly conducted
by the unit repre entatives anclthe handoff tem). Accountability for dle contentS
of the tOtal packages is then tr'<lnsferred
to the gaining unit. Generall)\ the handoff site for OCONU fieldings will be the
central staging area. The hand-off pointS
for CONU fieldings are locations
agreed upon by the gaining and fielding
commands.

I

Categories of Fielding
There are three categories of fielding
associated with me total package method of fielding. The first category encompasse end item or weapon system fieldings. The second type is a unit activation,
in which a new unit is being formed
because of the introduction of a sy tem.
The third category is a unit conversion in
which a unit changes modified table of
equipmentS. This last type of TP/UMF
fielding is directed by me Department of
the Army, and present!y applies only to
the AH-64 Apache.
The package contentS for m end item
or weapon system fielding includes the
major end item, initial repair parts for
me end item, associated item of equip-

Categories of FieldinglPackage Contents

AMC Weapon System Fielding
to Existing Units
E.G., PADS/M1

Unit Activations

E.G., MLRS/LACV-30

DA Directed Unit
Conversions
E.G., Apache

-.-E-n-d-'te-m----------+----------+------• Organization of
• Unit Authorization
• Associated Items of
Support Equipment
Differences
Equipment
• Special Tools & Test Equipment
• Test, Measurement & Diagnostic
EqUipment
• Authorized Stockage list!
Prescribed Load List
•• ADP
Manuals
Cards

~ 1 1 1; 1;: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 :1 I1 1 1 1 1 I1 I I I I I I I ~1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1
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ment, special tool and test equipment,
test measurement and diagnostic eqUipment, a starter et of publications, and a
user level documentation package for
establi hing accountable record. in the
retail computer sy tem.
The difference between package contents of a ystem fielding and dlat of a
unit activation paclalge is that dle package for a unit activation also contains
organizational uppOrt equipment uch
a tents, field kitchens or camouflage
nets.
The TP
F of the Apache units was
direaed by Army Vice Chief of Staff General Maxwell Thurman as a test. The
fielding command is responsible for
requi itioning the differences between
the old and liew modified table of equipments including organizational support
quipment.
The e are dle package contents for
system being fielded under full release
COnditions i.e. where full supply and
maintenance suppOrt is available. The
package contents for those system
being fielded under interim contractor
support will largely depend upon the
extent to which the contractOr support
entails. The development of full inhouse upport capability wi II constitute
another Total Package/Unit Materiel
Fielding effort. Thus, TPfUMF is flexible
enough to accommodate fielding under full release conditions, as well as
dlose being fielded under less than full
release conditions.
Some Specialty items of supply are excluded from the AMC prepared package.
1110se items which are not included in
the package to be handed-off to the gaining command/unit are: Clas Ill, (bulk
petrOleum, oil and lubricants); class V,
(ammunition); Class vru, (medical supplies); and communication security
item . The requi itioning re ponsibility
for these items of supply remains with
the gaining command. The AMC materiel fielding role regarding these items is
that of coordination with the gaining
command to assure that these items are
identified and are available by me time
of hand-off. As AMC has budgeted for,
and requisitioned all of the items required for upport of the sy tem being
fielded, hand-off men i "free issue" to
the gaining command.

~
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ATTENTION AUTHORS
Do you ha\'e an anicle you would like to submit for possible publication in the Army
RD&AMCIgazine? If so, we would like to hear from I'ou. Consideration will be given to all

article, based on imparlance of the subject, faCtual contem, timeliness, and relevance to
the magazines mi iOll. The following are general guidelines for submissions:
• Length. Articles should be about 2,000 words. honer or longer articles are
acceptable, depending on what is required (0 adequately (elt the story
• Photos. Include any phOlographs or illustrations which complement the article.
BLack and white or color are acceptable. We cannOt promise (0 use alt phOtos or
illustrations and they are normally nOt returned unless requested.
• Biographical Sketch. Include a hOr! biographical sketch ;lIld a phOtO of the
author( ).
• Clearance. Arti les must be cleared b\' authors securit)"/OPSEC Office prior to
submission.
Articles may be submitted bl' regular mail or by "electronic mail." OPSEC clearances
and phOtograph mUSI stilt be sent by regular mail if articles are submined elearonicallj(
Mailing addresses are:
Reglliar Mall. HQ, AMC, Army RO
Magazine (ATT : A"'COE·)(.\I), 5001
Eisenhower Avenue, A1ex:tndria, VA 22333-0001.
Electronic Mall: amcde-xm @ amc-hq.
Telephone: AUTOVON 284-8977, Commercial 202-274- 978.

Exclusions to Package Contents
• Class III, bulk petroleum/oils
and lubricants
• Class V (ammunition)
• Class VIII, medical systems
• Communications security
• Personnel

Summary
The TP MF method of fielding will
be the standard method of fielding for
AMC weapon system . Ou r goal is to field
aU of AMCs ystem using this method in
fiscal year 1987. The procedures have
been incorporawd in DA Circular
700-85-2, and changes to existing Army
regulations to incorporate TP MF a
the tandard medlOd of fielding are currently being staffed Arm -wide.
Accompli hmem of a Total Package/
Unit Materiel Fielding, no less than as in
the current method of fielding, is dependent upon close coordination with all
parties involved in the fielding pro e ;
that is, the materiel developer, the projea manager, dle gaining command, the
AMC fielding command, DA, the new
equipment trainers, and the non-AMC
fielding commands which have impact

Yes! Success is defiJlitely involved
when the newly developed system i in
full production. But, the job is not quite
done at dlis point and RDA involvement
is still of paramount importance.
Increased dialogue between the RDA
communitvand dle logisti communi tv
will maximize the efficiency of "getting
operationally effective and supportable
equipment to the field and imo the
hands of the oldier when it is needed."
The bonds between the two communitie have been e tablished through
odler programs such as Log R&D and
will become stronger and more fruitful
to me user through the coordination of
new equipment fielding under the TPI
UMF procedures. The fiel lings ac omplished thus far have been ucce ful. It
is up to us all to assure maximum efficiency and dedication to upport an
Army of ExceIJence.

MAXiNE RICHTER is a. logistics management specialist in Ibe Readiness Analysis DilJision, U.s. Army Communicalions-Electronics
Command. be was

previously associated witb Ibe TP/
'ME projeci al HQ,
U. . Army Maleriel
Command. Sbe bas
a BA degree from
- Pennsylvania lale
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BRL Studies Ramjet Concept
The Ballistic Research Laboratory
(SRi.) j reviving interest in ammunition
technology that dates to the American
Civil war. In hopes of developing a new,
safer and Ie expensive training round
for Army tank crews, BRi. researchers are
restudying the potential of solid-fuel
ramjet-power d projectiles,
According 10 William Mermagen, BRLs
principal investigator for this project, the
first experimental work with tubular
projectiles dates to 1863. German engineers sent hells to me Union Armv that
used tubular projectil principles: II is
not known, however, if they were ever

us d.
" ome additional work on Ule ramjet
projectile concept was done during
World War I and again during World War
U," Mermagen said, The most famous
ramjet weapon ever developed was the
German V-I "Buzz Bomb," which used
an interminel1l ramjet motor.
In ule late 1940 ,Continental A\'iation
received a contract fTOm SRL to srudv airbreathing projectiles, Mermagen said,
but development was abandoned because high velocitie. and efficient burning of fuel could nor be achieved.
Imere t in ramjet propulsion was revived again in the early 1970 when th
Army Chemical System .LaboralOry
(CSL) (now the Chemiml Research and
De elopmem Cel1ler) at the Edgewood
area of Aberdeen Proving Ground and
United Technologies began work on its
application to aircraft and missiles, In
1975, CSL engineers Donald Olson and
Jo eph Huerta proposed adding fuel to
rubular projectiles to make mem behave
like air-breathing ramjet.~.
Their research offered hope of success, Mermagen said, and bv 1980. the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency decidedro fund CSL and United
Technologies to conducl further research, In 1981, BRL test fired the first
solid-fuel ramjet projectile and, in 1982,
full-smle applied research began to asess the potential for solid-fuel ramjets
and hollow projectiles.
[n 1983, Mermagen aid, SRL decided
to apply the expanding technolob'Y toward developing an improved kineticenergy (KE) round as a training device
for tank gunnery This year, BRi. took
over me work begun by CSL to evaluate
the ramjet concept for possible u e in air
defense gun systems,
Ramjet rounds may offer significant
advantages over current training rounds,
Mermagen said, "The tWO greatest advantages we ee in developing this technology lie in the areas ofsafety and COSt,"
he said. "The hollow projectile i aerodynamically unstable, Once the solid
November-December 1985

fuel in ide the projectile has been conumed, the round rapidly loses momentum and falls to earth, The current kinetic-energy round is very long-ranged
and newer KE projecriles are being developed which can travel even greater
distances, With the ramjet round, we
hope to provide the Army with a training
round that emulates ballistie<l1lv the current KE round, but which has a maximum range of only s ven kilometers,"
Mermagen added, "Army tank guns
are required to be accurate to a range of
three kilometers-the maximum distance at which a tank would be expected
to engage a target in combat. We are
working to provide a ramjet round that
will be accurate to that range, but which
will fall to earth quickly once it ha
passed three kilometers,
"Secauseofth simplicityofthe oJidfuel ramjet round, we also feel it will be
less cosuv than 111e current KE training
round," Mermagen said.
Testers must address a host of questions before the round mn be accepted
for use by Ule Army The e include: Is
dispersion inherently increased such as
that experienced with rocket-assisted
projectiles' How will the projectile
maintain precise alignment of thrust
axis, center of gravi!); and line of flight?
Will the propellant and its bond to the
shell body be capable of withstanding
the shock of being fired' What are the
operating and stOrage temperarure limits' Wi II moke form the ram jet obscure
target sensing and scoring systems? Will
the inlet of the ram jet require some
form of protective cover to prevent
damage to the nozzle when used under
field training conditions'
Some of 111ese questions remain to be
answered, Until they are, the ramjet
round is far from ready for use by troops
in the field, Still, the potential is worth
exploring according to Mermagen,
The round is very simple in construction, A steel tube, tapered at one
end to form an inlet nozzle for the ramjet, is lined with a rubber compound IJke
that u ed on automobile tire!, An exhaust nozzle, made from a heat resistant
poxy resin impregnated with glass, is at
the other end of the tube.
As the round is fired, air rushes into
the nozzle at the front of the projectile,
Its own friction cau e the air to become
uperheated, which ignite the rubber
fuel lining the projectile Glsing, The hot

Tubular solid-fuel ramjet projectile with
sabot.

gases then exhaust from the rear of the
projectile, providing a forward thrust.
Once the fuel is exhau ted, me projectile
qUickly loses momentum and fall to ule
ground,
"We were given three goals to achieve
inlhi early stage of the concept exploration," Mermagen explained, "The first
was to develop a solid-fuel ramjet round
with ballistic characteristics that emulate
the current KE tank training round. Second, we had to ensure the round had a
maximum range of no more than seven
kilometers. And third, it had to co t less
than the current tank training round.
"I believe these goals will be met," he
said. "So far, we've duplicated the ballistiC of ule current KE round out to 2.5
kilometers, We're working at extending
that now to three kilometers-the maximum effective range required of .5,
Army J05mm M68 tank guns. As to the
projectile' afety characteristics, work in
this area has pro\'en most successfuL N,
to price, we e timate the ramjet round
will COSt about half as much as the current ICE training-round projectiles'"
'Tank firing ranges in the United
tate and Europe face growing problems as more powerful propellant! increase the r.mge of tank projectiI6-, A
current tank KE round can travel 20
miles or more, and many firing range
don't have that kind of safety perimeter
around the firing site ,'. Mermagen said.
More powerful gun ,such as the 120mm
gun which arms the U.S. M1A1 Abrams
and German Leopard II main battle
tanks. will have even greater maximum
ranges. This will further limit the
number of training areas available for
tank crews to condua live fire exercises
with ICE rounds.
The coming years will see further reearch in ramjet technology as BRi. inve tigarors attempt ro answer the many
questions still present in thi program,

The preceding article was autbored by Bob Lessels, CI public affairs specialist in the
Public Affairs Office, US. Arl1~)' Yest and El'CIluCltiol7 Command
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9MM

AMC Program/Project/
Product Managers

AAH

ACS

ADCCS

Photo
Not
Available

This listing is correct as of October 16, 1985. A list of
acronym definitions is on Page 18.
LTC Richard C.
Williams

MG Charles F.
Drenz

Laura
Lotkowictz (Act.)

COL Kenneth N.
Brown

ARMY
TACMs

ASE

ATSS

AVO

AWC

BFVS

BLACK
HAWK

COL Thomas J.
Kunhart

COL Curtis J.
Herrick

LTC James
Kriebel

lTC Michael F.
McGaugh

COL James D.
Howard

COL William O.
Coomer

COL Ralph H.
Lauder

FATDS

FIREFINDERI
REMBASS

GFD

HAWK

HEAVY
TAC VEH

HELLFIRE!
GLD

LAV

Photo
Not
Available

COL Paul T.
Wickliffe

COL Ronald C.
Baldwin

LTC Daniel E.
Adams

COL Samuel N.
Liberatore

LTC James W.
Stryker (Act.)

COL William J.
Schumacher

M9/ACE

MCD

MED
TAC VEH

MEP

MICNS

MLRs

Photo
Not
Available

LTC Joseph G.
Papapletro

MORTAR
SYS

Photo
Not
Available

COL James C.
Fields

COL Richard P.
Diehl

COL Charles S.
Green Jr.

LTC David R.
Gust

COL Nicholas R.
Hurst

PWs

REGENCY
NET

I ROLAND

I PERSHING I I.. .__P_S_E_--J

MAJ Robert
Leon Jr. (Act.)

RPV

Photo
Not
Available
COL Henry L.
Harris
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COL Robert A.
Brown
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LTC Andrew
Foster (Act.)

vacant

COL David W.
Keating
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COL James B.
Welsh (Act.)

COL Joseph P.
Fitzgerald

COL James A.
Frick

COL Nicholas
Barron

AMWS

APACHE ATE

ARC

Kenneth N.
Solinsky

COL Philip S.
Threeloot

COL Larry R.
Capps

SEMA

SANG

SMOKE

Photo
Not
Available

BG Paul R.
Schwartz

COL Gene A.
Venzke
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Jaros
Rickmeyer (Act.)

COL Edward R.
Baldwin

COL Morton S.
Brisker

COL Richard C.
Dean
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TAC
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AMC Program/
Project/Product
Managers

TADS/PNVS

TEMOD

Photo
Not
Available

Photo
Not
Available

(Continued}

COL Alex J.

COL James M.

COL David L.

MG Robert J.

LTC Bruce D.

Johnson

Durham

Funk

Sunell

Sweeny

TPS

TMAS

TMDE

TOW

COL Donald R.

COL Douglas H.

COL James B.

Kenney

Barclay

Lincoln

LTC Steven

w.

Butcher (Act.)

TRADE

TSS

COL James W.

Jerry L.
Wilson

II

UAV

/
Ball

Richard E.
Franseen (Act.)

Acronym List of AMC Program/Project/Product Managers
9MM ..•.....•..••.. 9MM Pistol Program
AAH
Advanced Attack Helicopter
ACS ••..........••. Army Communicative Systems
(Provisional)
ADCCS ...•........ Air Defense Command and Control
System
ADS •......•....... Air Defense Systems (Provisional)
AHIP .....••..•.•.• Army Helicopter Improvement Program
ALSE •.•.•......••. Aviation Life Support Equipment
(Provisional)
AMMOLOG . . . . . . . .. Ammunition Logistics
AMWS .......•....• Advanced Manportable Weapon
Systems (Provisional)
APACHE ATE. . . . . .. Apache Automatic Test Equipment
(Provisional)
ARD ..•...••...•... Armor Trainin9 Devices
ARMY TACMS
Army Tactical Missile Syslem
(Provisional)
ASE .....•.•....... Aircraft Survivability Equipment
ATSS .....••••..... Automatic Test Support Systems
AVO ............•.• Aviation Training Devices
AWC . . • . . • •• • • •. . .. Amphibians and Watercraft
BFVS ............•. Bradley Fighting Vehicle Systems
CAWS ......•....•. Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems/
JPM Guided Projectiles
CCElSMHE .•.. . • . .. Commercial Construction Equipment
and Selected Materials Handling
Equipment
CH·47 ....•••...•.• CH-47 Modernization Program
CIE ....•.••••••.... Clothing and Individual Equipment
DCS(ARMY) •.•..•.. Defense Communications Systems
(Army)
FATDS
Field Artillery Tactical Data Systems
GFD ........•..•... Ground Forces Training Devices
(Provisional)
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HEAVY TAC VEH •..
HELLFIRElGLD • . . ..
LAV ....••••.......
LCV ..•.•••.••.•.•.
LHX .•............•
LIGHT TAC VEH ...•
M1
M113
M1A1
M60 .........•.....
M9/ACE ...........•
MCD . . . . . .• . • . . . . •.
MED TAC VEH ...••
MEP ......••••.....
MICNS .•..•.... . . ..
MLRS .•........•..
MORTAR SYS .....•
MPG . . • . . . . . . . . . • ..
MSCS ......•.•••.•
MSE •.••....•.•.•.•
NUC MUN
. . . • • .•
NVD
OPTADS •...•••....
PLRSfTlDS .•••.....

PSE .....•••.••....
PWS .•... . . • . . . . . ..
RPV •••.•........•.
SANG .....••......

Heavy Tactical Vehicles
Hellfire/Ground Laser Designators
Light Armored Vehicles
Light Combat Vehicles (Provisional)
Light Helicopter Family
Light Tactical Vehicles
M1 Abrams Tank System
M113 Family of Vehicles
M1A1 Abrams Tank
M60 Tanks
M9 Armored Combat Earthmover
Mines. Countermines and Demolitions
Medium Tactical Vehicles
Mobile Electric Power
Modular Integrated Communication and
Navigation System
MUltiple Launch Rocket System
Mortar Systems (Provisional)
Mobile Protected Gun (ProVisional)
Multi-Service Communications Systems
Mobile Subscriber Equipment
Nuclear Munitions
Night Vision Devices
Operations Tactical Data Systems
Position Location Reporting System!
Tactical Information Distribution
Systems
Physical Security Equipment
Petroleum and Water Systems
(Provisional)
Tactical Airborne Remotely Piloted
VehicielDrone System
Saudi Arabian National Guard
Modernization Program

(Continued on Page 30.)
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Technology Integration

The 'Proof·of.Principle'
By LTC(P) John B. Alexander

Background
During me past months, me Army Materiel Command (AMC) has undertaken
everal major changes in the materiel
acquisition process. Among these have
been the institution of Mission Area Materiel Plans (MAMP), the laboratOry realignment and me formation of an Army
Laboratory Command (LABCOM), the
Army Scientific A sistance Program
(ASAP) (which puts scientists in the field
with units), me four-year development
cycle (from initiation of engineering development to start of production), and
tile technology integration process
which I will dtscuss in detail below.
Technology integration should be
viewed as a bridge between our laboratories and engineering development.
The "bridgekeeper" is tile Technology
Integration Office, designed to evaluate
laboratory technologies, evaluate them
against system concept, and for lho e
found promising, to concentrate their
issuance to oldier in the field. The
culmination of mis is a "proof-of-principie" demon lration by operational
trOOps. Once successfully demonstrated,
the system will be transitioned to a project manager for accelerated
development.
Technology integration requires tile
Army to d13nge its way ofminking and to
break the mold as to how we have done
business as usual in tile past. Thi places
an increased burden on the tech base to
mature technologie and to assist in demonstrating them as prototype systems.
We are optimistic enough to believe this
can be done in one and a half to [Wo
years, after which tile Army will move
tile project to engineering development
in 6.4.
The proce s envi ions elimination of
advanced development as we formerly
knew it and requires that tile Required
Operational Capabilit)' (ROC) and related documentation be completed at
the end of tile demonstration period.
The demon tration process will include
proof-of-principle, and completion of
tile ROC; but more importamly, it will
allow the Army to view the ystem in an
November-December 1985

operational environment, determine its
utility, and commit to its accelerated engineering development
Details on thi program are covered in
AMC PAM 1-5, published in May 1985,
and entitled the Technology Integration
Plan. The plan covers both tile generic
aspects of technology integration as well
as implementation of the earlier New
Thrust Program from which technology
integration arose.

Technology Integration Plan
The Technology Integration Plan envisions closer cooperation between AMC
and the Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC). In fact, both
headquarters at this time have formed
staff-level Technology Imegration Offices respon ible for imer-command coordination. '(embers meet frequemly
and travel together, both to schools and
centers as well as to Army laboratorie..
The intem is to initiate cooperation as
early as po ible and to foster direct coordination between THADOC schools
and centers and AMC laboratories while
insuring that cross-cutting technology
coordination takes place between our
major subordinate commands (MSCs).
The plan explai ns that the role ofAMC
laboratories is in exploring new technologies and developing early protOtypes. The scope of exploration includes work by other U.. governmem
labs, by industry through their efforts in
Independent R&D as well as buys from
friendly foreign governments, and consideration of reverse engineering from
other foreign materieL On a continuous
ba is, TRADOC is in touch with our
efforts, developing concept and doctrine within the context of AirLand Battle
and Army 21 or other concepts and plans
that are being cominuou Iy proposed.
A push-pull process from the tech
base is an initial and key element of the
plan. Through the MAMP process, mission area managers can put forward clndidate technologies that they feel are
ready for demonstration in proof-ofprinciple. The organizations reviewing

this area, both at AMC Headquarters and
[ABCOM, will also be aware of areas that
have been fu nded and can request that
certain technologies be proposed for
movemem into proof-of-principle with
troops. These technologie compete
with the technologies from industry and
friendly foreign governments. The technologie that offer the greatest potemial
and are sufficiently mature will be those
that go forward.

Technology Steering
Committee
To adjudicate the process by which
technologies will be funded for the proof-of-prinicple phase, a Technology Integration Steering Committee (TI C) has
been formed. Membership includes
general officer from both TRADOC and
AMC. Although the group is small, it will
act with input from tile schools and centers as well as from the laboratories as to
which c.mdidate technologies are ready
to be reviewed. During the first TI C
meeting, the universe of emerging technologies is examined and the committee
determines which ubset of these technologies are ready to have a more
rigorous system analysi conducted on
them.
The iment of the system analysi is to
ensure that those technologies which
are forwarded for the proof-of-principle
phase are in fact mature, whether or nor
additional funds would enhance the capabilities, if tile capabilities will give u
the largest "delta" in combat, and how
the proposed technology fits in with
Army systems and projected architectures. We want to in ure that we do not
derive a series of "stand alone" item but
rather ones that will fit in with our objectives and with existing or projected
)'Stems.
Once the ystems analysis has been
conducted by a joint AMC and TRADOC
body wim input from the Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM), the TI C then
receives the report from those analyses.
The committee then determines which
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of the technologies will cross the line
into the proof-of-principle pha e for
demonstrati n with tr ops. At this time
we expect to have a tentative ROC in
place.

Demonstration Phase
Next begins Phase II of the Technology
Integration Plan; that is, the demonstration phase. You will note that missing
from this phase is developmental/operational testing (DT/OT I). This is a conscious dedsion to have the demon tration phase followed by the DT/OT 11 in
full-scale engineering development. We
believe that this is consistent with the
Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation
as de cribed by the Operational Test and
Evaluation Agency (OTEA).
To reach the demonstration, several
things mu t occur. First, funding must be
in place not only for the development of
the demonstration breadboard or bra sboard item , but al 0 for wh n the item
is handed off to a projeCt manager. We
want an entire package to go to the PM,
including funding, engineering, and test
and evaluation. Part of that package include the initial cost estimates supported by required program funding in
the budget. B cause of the speed of the

proce s, clo e coordination with resource management in its initial cost e timates is an extremely critical item.

Systems Engineering
y terns engineering is a key to the
effective operation of the Technology Integration Plan. 1t is envisioned that the
majority of the work will till be done at
the laboratory and the school and center
level, with a small group of experienced
systems engineers working at the Technology Integration Office (TIO) level.
The TIO job is to oversee the proce s
and act a advocate where necessary
and a a watchdog to insure that the gates
are being met. Overall, the systems engineers ensure not only the development
of the prototype in a breadboard or
brassboard configuration that will be
employed during the demon tration,
but will also be planning for the fullscale development and an acquisition
strategy for the production ofdle system.
To accurately determine the data that are
necessary to be derived from the evaluation, it is necessary to en ure that more
than a . ingle prototype is ready for the
aCtual condu t of dle demon tration.

Test and Evaluation
Another major element i test and
evaluation. Here again, mOSt of the participants are from the normal test and
evaluation community widl heavy input
from dle Arml' Forces Command and
from the TRADOC schools and centers as
well as our laboratories. In the development of the demonstration, we must be
mindful that the system will be thoroughJy tested in DT/OT 1/ and that the
test that is conducted at dle demonstration phase is in faCt compatible with the
testing plan for DT/OT 1/ as well as sufficient to determine the data that are necessary 10 drive the decision to go to development after the Army Systems AcqUisiti n Review Council (ASARC) or InProcess Review (lPR).
We plan to v.'Ork with the Te t Schedule and Review Committee prace so
d13t FORSCOM can adequately projeCt
the timing and troop requirementS that
will be required for the demonstration.
We envision that we will be heavily involved with the Army Development Employment Agency a one of our primary
lestbeds. We are all very aware of the
concerns and constraints, not onJv on
dollar resources, but on troop time and
their training requirements as well.
The projeCt manager i brought into
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the plan as early as possible, probably at
least a year prior to the demonstration.
For smaller s~'Stems, we want dle PMs to
be totally f~iliar with the planning that
is coming to them so dlat they will get
what we term the total package of funding, an engineering plan, and a test and
evaluation plan. We expect that they will
then be able to totally coordinate dle
effor! and fit it into their existing
program.
A sensitive issue in dle development
of the Technology Integration Plan has
been the definition of what is a demonstration. Our definition i : Under the
propo ed accelerated acquisition process, AMC and TRADOC will assess the
suitability of new systems during a twoyear period that replace former 6.3A
and 6.3B development cycles. The
culmination of this will be the demonstration of protOtype in the hands of
troops. Und r thi process, new systems
will be ent to selected troop units
where soldiers will be trained in their
use. Over a period ofseveral months, the
utility and functionality of the e systems,
employed by trained troops in realistic
field exercises, will be assessed. This
phase will replace dle former OT [ and
will be conduaed in conjunction widl a
developmental evaluation that will replace the former DT 1.

milestone 1 decision body along with
recommendations as to whedler the svstem is ready to proceed into engineeri'ng
development. The demon tration will
be comprehensive, but less rigorous
than dle DT/OT I requiremenLS and can
be tailored to meet the requiremenLS of
the particular technology that is under
consideration. In order 10 accomplish
dlis adequately, we must determine,
through technical testing before the proof-of-principle phase, that the technology is in fact mature and ready to
move forward. Upon completion of dle
demonstration. the presentation is then
made to an [PR or to ASARC to move this
system inlO the four-year development
cycle.

and in our ability to choose wisely those
teciUlologie that will be forwarded for
demon tration widl troop while in uring that adequate funds are in place at all
phases of the process.
As stated in the beginning, we hope to
break a mind-set. We need to mange the
concept of doing business as usual, to
gel away from tinkering in what was
known a the 6.3B or advanced development phase, to cause the user to lock in
hi requiremenLS as quickly as possible,
and to field mature technologies with a
minimum of delay. It is only wid1 a concerted effort at all phases of dle streamlined acquisition cycle that we will be
able to provide the best service and
weapon sy tems to the troops for future
combat.

Conclusion
If we are to accomplish dle objectives
et ford1 by the Technology Integration
Plan dlere are certain key elements that
must be adhered to. There is an absolute
requirement for close and cominuous
coordination at all levels between AMC
and TRADOC as well as the testing community and the organization where dle
demonstration will take place. [t is also
e sential that we choose onlv technologies that are in fact matt;re and
ready to be tested a proof-of-principle.
There must be flexibilitv in the system

LTC(P) JOHN B. ALEXANDER is manager, Tedmology Integration Office, Of
lice ofDCSfor 7edmology Planningand
Managemel1l, HQ,
AMC. He is a graduale of the Army
Command and
General taff College and holds a
Pb.D. in education
in tbanatolog){

Purpose
The purpose of demonstrations with
troops i to indicate how well the new
system hould be expected to operate
against emerging technical and operational requirements, [0 provide operational (and developmental) testers an
environment in which to validate test
parameters (e.g., measure of effectivene s) for incorpor21ion in OT Jl
plan, and to allow for the incorporation
of the views of field uniLS in vstems
development. Together with the devel pmental evaluation, demonstrations
with troops will set realistic reliabilit)~
availability, maintainability and durability paranleter and evaluate upportability i ues for re olution during engineering development (and for testing
during DT/OT II).
In those cases where demonstration
with troops appear inappropriate, developmental evaluation will be expanded to include operational assessmel1ls, which will incorporate user
views as to the functionality and utility of
the system.
The culmination of the new 6.3 proce s will be demonstration reporLS that
will be presented to the appropriate
November-December 1985

Army Level Project Managers
CAMIS

Shown are Army project
managers chartered under
AR 70-17, who are not
assigned to the Army
Materiel Command. (See
July-August 1985 issue of
Army RD&A Magazine for
additional Army level PMs.)

Continental Army Management Information System

Johnston III

SUPER
COMPUTER

COL Thomas E. Johnson

TACMIS

VIABLE

Tactical Management

Vertical Installation

Information Systems

Automation Baseline

COL Roy F. Busdiecker
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PM Conferees Address
Systems Integration Issues
Far-ranging issues impacting on effective and effident management of major
Army weapon systems and equipment
were addressed during general and pecial sessions at the Army Project Manager Conference in Gettysburg, pA
Sponsored by the Army Materiel Command (AMC), the meeting drew more
that 150 attendees, induding PMs and
key repre entatives from HQ, Department of the Army, AMC, and other DOD
activilie . The conference theme was
"systems integration."
Topics during the [wo and a half day
conference included deep battle initiatives, Defense Logistics Agency assistance to PMs, provisioning, Congressional interface, acquisition streamlining, and PM materiel sy tern
assessment.
LTC(P) William R. Holmes, chief of
AMCs PM Office, called the meeting to
order and introducedAMC Deputy Commanding General for Research Development and Acquisition LTG Robert L.
Moore who delivered brief opening remarks. Moore noted that the conference
was intended to review a number of the
initiatives being taken to improve the
acquisition process. Moore tated that a
further purpo e ofthe conference was to
talk abour "our" busi~less, and specifically to address the systems integration
process and the total force srrucrure.

Deep Battle
A portion of the initial session of the
conference was devoted to a serie of
presentation on "Deep Battle, ystems
Integration Problems and Processes."
BG Wilson A hoffner, assistant division
commander, 1st Calvary Division, began
the e presentations with a lengthly d iscu ion of the deep battle operational
concept and sy tem integration initiatives. He poke about the enemy
threat, adding that the way in which
forces are positioned on the battlefield
can determine how the enemy will reacr.
Other areas addre ed by Shoffner induded AirLand Battle imperatives; offenive and defen ive objectives relative to
22

rear; close and deep battle operations'
and the oviet employment of forces.
MAJ Harry Lesser, Office of the
TRADOC ystems Manager for Deep Battle, followed Shoffner with a discussion
of some of the efforts whidl are necessary to tie the deep battle effort together.
He also described orne deep arrack options and how the Army defines future
attack windows. A final deep arrack presentation, by Ben Hart from the Office of
the PM, Joint Tacrical Fusion Program,
dealt with the various type of targeting
templates being developed for the Deep
Battle effort.

Acquisition and Logistics
Issues
LTG Moore returned to the podium as
the fir t of four speaker who dealt with
acquisition and logistics related topics.
Moore specifically addre sed the tailored acquisition proce and direcred
attemion to establishment of the new
Laboratory Command, tile new R&D
Centers and the importance of engineering development, He empha ized the
importance of engineering development as the preparatory rage for production and noted that if we don't do
engineering development properly, then
we will encounter problems later on
during the production phase. Testing of
tile production prototype will be done
during engineering development. Relative to funding, he stated that it is not
smart to be programmatic, it is man to
be bu ine like, Plan mart and execute
mart, he concluded.
LTC(P) John B. Alexander, manager,
AMC Technology Integration Office, followed up with a talk on technology demon tration , which, he said, have become part of the new way of doing
business (See Page 19). He also discussed the Teclmology Jntegration Steering Committee which M formed to assi t in the demon tration proce . Included among those who playa role in
t chnology demonstration are
TRADOC, AMC, tile Army Force Command, and government labof3torie .
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Director of the Defense Logi tic
Agency (DLA) LTG Donald M. Baber
then proVided an overview of his agencys assets and how DCA can be of assistance to the PMs, DLAs Tedlnical Information Center handle more than
200,000 inquiries 3fll1ually and can help
\Vitll technical solutions to problem.
The nine Contract Admini traLion Region across the nation can also provide
assistance to PMs.
Babers called on the PMs to be informed about their contractor. Relative
to ubcontract rs, Babers noted that the
Army is paying tile prime contractor to
properly manage their ub. He added
that some improvements are needed in
this area. Babers also called on tile pMs
to make better use of pre-award surveys,
to award only to contractors who will
"deliver," and to do a better job of finding out tlle cost of scrap and rework.
AMC Deputy Commanding General
for Materiel Readiness LTG Lawrence F.
Skibbie, followed Babers witll a briefing
on some key areas which the PM play. a
role. The first of tllese is qualit)( kibbie
stressed that more attention must be
given to quality earl)' in the acquisition
process. He said that quality and productivity go hand in hand and that contractors must be held responsible for
quality, nO[ government in. pectors. He
also appealed to the PMs to read, challenge and under tand requests for proposals and contracts and make ure they
are sensible and tllat specification and
requirements are realistic. Other areas
he Cited as important were competition,
audits and PM y tern Assessment. ystem asse mellts, in particular, can
provide an early warning of readiness
problems.

ASA (RO&A) Address
This years luncheon speaker,
istant
ecretary of the Army (RO&A) Dr. Jay R
Sculley, stressed the inlportance of tile
PM fUllcrion, noting that they represent
the "front line" of top management, and
that they playa key role in achieving the
November-December 1985

Competition Is not achieved by
creating adversary relationships
with the private sector.
Dr. Jay R. Sculley,
Assistant Secretary of
the Army (RD&A)

Armys goals of modernization and readi.ness. The remainder of his address was
devoted to a review ofsome critical managemelll challenges. With regard to one
of these, funding, he said that the DOD
and the Army are not exempt from budget Cuts and that PMs may be asked to do
more wi.th less.
Sculley also touched on the issue of
competition, stating that legislative direction is toward more competition. He
appe-a1ed to the PMs to keep in mind the
long-term benefits of competition, not
its short-term hindrances. Competition,
he added, is not achieved by creating
adversary relation hips with the private
sector. Sculley also called for improved
systems quality through collective and
cooperative efforts withi.n the Army and
with indu try. In closing, he applauded
the PMs for their efforts during the past
year.
Fred Michel, the deputy chief of srail
for Manufacturing Technology, HQ, AMC,
followed with a discu ion of problem.
related to production and producibility
He has found that, in general, there is a
lack of understanding on the part of
higher management of what attributes
are involved .in good manufacturing.
This is because Army management is
basically R&D oriented. He has also
found a lack of institutionalizing lessons
learned from past mistakes, a lack of
knowledge concerning svstems engineering, a lack of understanding of standard repair procedures, and inadequate
attention being given to contractor compliance with equipment delivery dates.
One of the most highly informative
pre entations of the PM gathering was an
address by AMC Commander GEN
Ridlard H. Thompson on some key management issues related to the PM program. A discu sion of these is ues appears on Page 31 (Executives Corner) of
this magazine.

Under Secretary of the Army
The final opening day conference
speaker, Under Secretary of dle Army
James R. Ambrose, reflected on some of
November-December 1985

the positive and negative aspects of the
acquisition process in recent times. He
gave sincere credit to the PM for helping to change thing for the better. One
problem which continues, but appears
to be under control, is DODs credibility
with dle public. Said Ambrose: "The perception problem can kill you." The Army
and AMC, however, have done a good job
of addressing this problem, he added.
One of the bright Spots cited by Ambrose is th contract for the T800 Engine.
This program, he said, represents a procurement path which is valid and useful
and may be applicable to other programs. Other programs which show how
a "new way of doing business" can

The perception problem can kifl
you.
James R. Ambrose,
Under Secretary of
the Army

achie\'e good results are the Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio Subsv tem and Mobile Subscriber Equipment. Ambrose concluded his presentation by calling on the PlIls to improve
their busine s acumen.
The second da\' of the conference was
opened with an overview of the Materiel
R~ldiness Support Activity (MRSA) by
Willard F tratton. His activity has capabilities to assist throughout the materiel acquisition process. Specific areas
where MRSA can assist PMs include acquisition planning, development of acquisition strategies and in preparing integrated
logistics
support
documentation.
COL Edward Lee, the assistant deputy
chief of staff for Weapons Systems Production Management, Office of the Deputv Chief of taff for Production, HQ,
A11iC, and Thomas J. Moran, chief of the
Pricing Branch, Office of the D S for
Procurement, HQ, AMC, followed up
with presentations related to cost managemem. Lee spoke about unit production quantities and their relation hip to
costs. Moran specifically targeted the
area of overhead costs and dle importance of the PM in understanding the
reasons for significant changes in contractor overhead costs and overhead
rates.
The ne"1: speaker, Robert Jones, from
HQ AMCs Office of the DCS for Procurement, described some of the elements
involved in successful prOVisioning. He

defined provisioning as a manag mem
process for determining and acquiring
the range and quanti tv of support item
neces 'ar)' to operate and maintain an
end item of materiel for an initial period
of service. He stressed the importance of
adequate documentation and early
plamling.

Fraud Detection and
Enforcement
One of dle most engrossing pre enlations of the Conference-"Defense Procurement Fraud Detection/Enforcement," was provided by Howard Cox, the
DOD deputy assistant inspector general
for Criminal Investigation Policy. Four
primary fraud targets which his office is
investigating are product substitution;
cosr mischarging; defective pricing; and
brib r\; gratuities, and conflicts of interest. Cox noted that in recem years the
Department of Justice has accepted an
increasing number of DOD contract
fraud cases for prosecution. [n addition
to criminal penalties for contract fraud,
Cox said other remedies should inelude
suspension and debarment. He coneluded by stating that the Department of
Defense has the best anti-fraud program
in the federal government.

B-18 Program
Another highly illuminating conference presentation was on management of the B-16 program by LTG
Willianl E. Thurman, vice commander of
the
. Air Force Sv terns Command.
From an acquisition tandpoint, the 6- J B
program was unusual in several respects. First, very direct guidance was
pro\'ided by the Secretary of Defense.
Additionally, baseline change were
frozen and the Air Force served as the
systems integrator for The program.
Thurman emphasized thar the Air Force
expended substantial effort in developing a teamwork relationship with the
comractor. He also placed a good deal of
importance on having contact with ub-

The Department of Defense has
the best anti-fraud program in
the federal government.
Howard Cox,
DOD Deputy Assistant IG for
Criminal Investigation Policy
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contractors. Some of the other "lessons
learned" which contributed to the success of the 8-18 program are:
• On large programs, such as the
8-18, find a simple way of doing bu ine and develop a traightforward organizational relationship.
• Good planning i a musl.
• Develop a strong system of control
and follow-up.
• Identify tho e things that are important and those that are nol.
• Develop a good cost-reduction
trategy.
• Accelerate the identification of
pares and support equipment.
• Create an action oriented
organization.
• Keep the from office small so that
deci ion makers can be clo e to potential problems.
• E tablish an environment where
people are committed.
Another highlight of the PM Conference was an addre \;ly Army Vice
Chief of Staff GEN Maxwell R. Thurman
who provided an overview of some kev
Army issue and current thrusts. Included among his tOpics were Army
fiscal guidance revi ions, personnel inventories, OCONUS deploymem training, and war reserve stocks. He praised
the PMs for their crucial role in maintaining high public confidence in the
military.
Thurman was followed by MG Duard
Ball (U.S. Army ret.). He reflected on the
progress the Army has made in improving the quality of its weapons system .
He observed that, in general, eqUipment
now being issued to troops in the field is
good. However, he stressed that quality
demands attention up front and applies
to everyone. It is not the sole domain of
product, assurance and test. One area
which is of some concern is the quality
of software. He termed this a big issue
wbich is getting bigger.
Concluding speakers on the second
day of the PM conference were J. David
Willson, a taB' assi tant with the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Defen e and Roy D. Greene, assistant deputy chief of taff, Development, Engineering and Acquisition-Program Management, HQ, AMC.
24

Congressional Concerns
Willson discussed some Congressional expectations, concern and
predictions regarding DOD. PMs, he
said, should attempt to view things from
a Congressional perspective, should inform Congress if they have a problem,
and should get the most for the funds
allocated to them. He ex-pre ed concern
for the PM turnover rate and said that he
believed there wou ld be fewer problems
if PMs remained with programs longer.
Some of his other concerns are unrealistic Army budgets, lack of incentives to
recognize that a program is a failure and
insufficient anention in the development process to manufacturing technology. He predicted that the military
may have some future difficulty as a result of new procurement reform
measures.
Greenes presentation dealt with some
of the actions being taken to incorporate
OSDs acquisition initiatives into AMCs
acqui ition streamlining efforts. He emphasized the "smart bu iness" approach
to the acquisition process and tated that
one of the biggest challenges is to
change mind-sets regarding streamlined
acquisition.
TIle remainder of tlie second day of
the PM meeting was devoted to roundtable discussions among the PMs. The e
special sessions were chaired by PM for
Advanced Attack Helicopter MG Charles
Drenz, PM for Tank Systems MG Robert].
unell, and 8G Claude Donovan, PM for
Light Combat Vehicles.

Concluding Session
The concluding session of the PM
Conference included a briefing on PM
Sy tem Assessments by LTC(P) David
Morgan, dlief of AMCs ystem Asse ment Program Office, and reports from
the previou day's roundtable
discussion .
A Program, Project, Product Managerl
Materiel y tems Asse sment (PMSA) is
an in-depth AMC review of PM sy tems
and selected high visibility major subordinate command-managed systems.
Morgan proVided his insights on the
PMSA and some of the lessons learned
since the PM A was established. He
tressed the importance of including
both positive and negative issues in the
PMSA Some of the specific PMSA subjeers addressed by Morgan included personnel involved in the PM A, test and
evaluation issues, configuration man-
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Quality demands attention up
front and applies to everyone.
MG Duard Ball,
u.s. Army, Ret.

agement, MANPRlNT, provisioning, production and delivery schedules, and
funding.
Some of the conclusions, concerns
and comments resulting from the conference roundtable discussion were:
• There is a need for an integrated
management information system with
continuing access by the PM, M Cs, AMC
and HQDA
• Recruitment and retention of
quality people needs to be addressed.
• Improved communication with DA,
TRADOC, the Operational Test and Eval·
uation Agency and others regarding the
shortened acquisition process is
needed.
• It is difficu It to find out who is in
charge of software management
• Getting small items type classified
tOO Lime consuming.
• Benefits of increased competition
must flow to the PMs, not just to
contractors.
• Legislation might help in getting
contractors to close out contracts.
• There are too many unrealistic
specificatiOns and requirements.
• PM must deal with too much trivia
• Improvements are needed in the
AMC Weapon System Staff Manager
process.
The PM Conference was concluded
with brief remarks by LTG Moore. He
called on the PMs to look allead at potential problems, to give their personal attention to cost trends, and to get contractorS to pay for faciJitization up front.
He was pleased that seven serving or
former PMs were on the recent brigadier
general promotion list. This, he said,
hows that tile "busi.ness side" of the
Army is now being under rood. He
closed the conference by call ing ir a
great success.
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Enhanced Surface Coatings by Ion Plating
By Vince F. Hock and Dr. James M. Rigsbee
Most material failures originate at surfaces through wear, corro ion, and fatigue. One way to control surface-initiated failures in metal is by alloying
elements throughout the material to
modify the hardness, chemical passivity,
or strength. However, this is a costly and
inefficient use ofstrategic alloying materials such as cobalt and chromium. A
more cost-effective approach to preventing surface-initiated failures is to simply
apply alloying material OlllO the surface
ofsusceptible items. Electroplating, plasma flame and arc spraying, and chemical
vapor deposition are some of the currently available techniques for coating
items with alloying materials.
The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL), Champaign, lL, in a surface-science center,
jointly operated with the University of
Illinois, is investigating an innovative
technique for depositing alloying materials, called ion plating. CERL research
suggests that ion plating will produce
electrically-conductive ceramic coatings
applicable to anodes used in cathodic
protection sy terns, and for corrosionresistant, electrically-conductive coatings for gaskets and'interfaces used on
communication shelter.

Advantages of the Technique
Ion plating offers several advantage
over other available urface coating
technique . The process can be used to
deposit a variety of coatings, such as metals, alloys, ceramics, and metaVceramic
composites. In addition, coatings can be
applied to surfaces haVing coefficients of
thermal expansion greatly different than
those of the applied coating. The process
also provides excellent adhesion between the coating and the surface, especially in coating ceramic materials
with metallic films. Furt!ler, ion plating
provides a coating with relatively uniform tllickness over tile entire surface of
tile item coated. A uniform coating can
even be applied to irregularly shaped
items without exten ive manipulation.
Finally, ion plating requires little or no
heating of the item lO be coated.

How It Works
Ion plating was originally developed
in 1963 b)' D.M. Martox at Sandia ational Laboratories and incorporates
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characteristics of both sputter etching
and ion beam mixing. In ion plating, the
item to be coated and the source of the
coating material are held in a chamber
containing a low-pressure gaseous environment. An inert gas is used during
deposition of elemental metal or alloy
coatings, and inert gas/reactive gas combinations during deposition of ceramic
coatings. The item to be coated is biased
to a high negative potential to create an
abnormal cold cathode glow di charge.
Positive ions from the glow discharge
strike the surface of the item lO" putter"
atoms off the surface. The purter etching is critical as it produces a very reactive and atomically clean surface.
Once the surface has been thoroughly
cleaned, evaporation of the coating material is begun in conjunction with the
continued glow discharge puttering. A
relatively Simple experimental ion plating setup is shown in Figure 1. The coating material is evaporated using an electron beam source, which is necessary for
materials with high melting poims. A
small percentage of the neutral atoms
evaporated off the coating source are
ionized by the glow discharge and are
accelerated towards the item surface to
form the coating. The rate of deposition
of the coating material must exceed the
sputtering rate to obtain a coating. This
can be controlled by varying the rate of
evaporation from the coating source.

CERL Research to Date
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Figure 1. Experimental Ion plating set-up.
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CERL is working with the University of
Illinois to obtain a better understanding
of the activities and capabilities of the
ion plating process. Several modifications have been made to an ion plating
machine obtained by CERL in 1983. The
initial system featured twin electron
beams and is capable of coating a 6-inch
diameter by lO-inch high object. The system has been improved with the addition of variou analytical technologies to
ensure uniform coatings are reproduced
in each application.
CERL research Indicates that the ion
plating technique provides strong bonds
between metallic coatings and ceramic
surfaces, whereas conventional depo ition techniques typically provide low-
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adhesion strengths, As an example, deposition of a micron-thick copper COating OntO a polished cordierite ceramic
by conventional evaporation resulLS in
interfacial trength of les than one
Mega Pascal ( IPa).ln contraSt, use of ion
p1:lting for the same material pro ides
interfacial strengths in exce -05 of 75 MPa.
The ion plating proce has been u ed
to ucces fully apply electrically-conductive mixed-oxide coatings of
rutheniumltitanium oxide and of
niobium/titanium oxide onto oxide
niobium substrates for use as anodes in
cathodic protection y terns. These coatings have excellent adhe ion and lowdissolution rates.
As part of a larger effort LO develop
new technologies for electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) shield stmcrure ,a eries of
corrosion re i tant copper-chrome and
aluminum-molybdenum alloys and condULling ceramic coatings have been ion
plated onto aluminum, steel, and copper
allo' pecimens. These specimens are
currently being evaluated for use in electromagnetic interference and EMP
shielding application .

Other Existing and Potential
Applications
everal important material properties
shown in Figure 2 are strongly affected
by the compOSition and structure of the
surface layers of a material 10 a depth of
one tenth of a mil. Ion plating is capable
of depositing oxidation/corrosion and
or wear resistant thin film (less than two
mills thick). Exploiting this capability of
the ion plating process will yield a vari·
ety of improved corrosion- and waterre i tant coatings for the Department of
Defense.
The producti n of corrosion-and oxidation-resistant aluminum coatings on
uranium fuel elemenLS was the first commercial u e of ion plating. Ion plating
effectively provides a uniform thickness

BON ING
COR ROSION RESlSTANCl;

WEAR

LUBR ICATION

ELECTROCHEMISTRY
HARDENING

ADHESION
CATALYSIS

Figure 2. Material properties Influenced
by ion plating.
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The Future Of Ion Plating in
theAnny

CERL is conducting research on the applicability of Ion plating on the ceramic
anode.

for the coating and excellent adhe ion
which prevenLS palling for even the
high temperatures experienced in this
application. Ion-plated aluminum coatings are also used commercially in coating titanium and steel fasteners for air·
craft and spacecraft. Ion-plated coatings
have been found to aid in re istance to
stress corrosion. Ion-plated coatings
would be well suited for producing oxidation/corrosion resistant coatings,
such as nicraly (nickel chrome aluminum yttrittrn alloys), on turbine components with relatively complex shapes.
fon plating has been used to produce
dry-lubrication, low-friction coating
such as sulfides of gold, silver, and molybdenum for materials operating in vacuums or at very low temperatures. Although the friction coefficienLS of ion·
plated coatings are no lower than for
coatings proVided by other techniques,
the ion-plared coatings have lasted much
longer becau e of their uperior adheiOIl. Low-friction alloy surface with reduced galling and fretting have been
produced on titanium by aluminum ion
plating. Ion-plated coatings of refractory
metal carbides and nitride have been
hown to resist erosion well and to increase the operating life of rotary engine
parts by up to 10 times.
A modificilion of the ion plating process using a reactive gas and ion-enhancement system ha been used to deposit
very wear-re istant titanium nitride and
titanium carbide ceramic coatings on
tool steels, lncreases in tool life of up to
10 times and large reductions in friction
and curting force have been produced,
with manufacturing cost increases of less
than 50 percent. Because of their extreme hardness, high-temperature
trength, and resi tance to corrosion/oxidation, these refractory metal ceramic
compounds are best u ed to prevent
high-temperature erosion of metal.
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Ion plating was one of four plasmabased coating technologie identified in
a 1984 meeting of material specialists as
being available for u e in protecting metallic and non-metallic components from
carro ion and erosion. The Army-initiated interagency workshop on Plasmabased urface Engineering TedlIlologie
was held in December 1984 at CERJ...
Attendees of d1:S meeting a essed and
categorized several plasma-based coating technologies according to their readiness for use in the field. The technologies identified as being well developed were ion plating, laser surface
alloying, sputter depo ition, and ion
implantation,
Some of the specific DOD applications of ion plating and other plasmabased technologies discu sed at the
workshop include: reduction of guntube erosion, lubrication of gas turbine
engine bearings, improved corrosion·
resistant coatings for compre SOl' blades
of gas turbine engines, hermetic coatings for optical fibers and devices, barrier layers for emi-conductor devi es,
and corrosion-resistant coatings for
high- trength tructural steels for air·
craft components.

VINCE E HOCK is (be principal investigator on tbe Corrosion and Coatings
7I:!am of the Engineering and Materials
Division at the U.S.
Amty Construction
Engineering Research LabO/-afory.
He has an M.S.from
Pennsyll'ania State
University.

DR. JAMES M. RiG 'BEE is tbeassistant
professor of physical metalfurgy at the
University of llIinois. He holds a PhD.
from Nor/h Carolina State Universi~)~ His main interests are in surface
engineering and
applications of microstructural and
microcbemical
ana~ysis techniques.
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From The Field...
Contract Calls for Inlet Particle Separator
32-month, $590,-54 contract for an Advanced Integral
Engin Inlet Panicle. eparator has been awarded by the L'.
Army A\'iation ystem Command); dation Applied Technology Directorate, Fan Eusti , VA, to General EleCll'ic,
'The ohjective of this program is to inve"tigate, both analytiC'dlly and e.'{perimemall}; an advanced imegral engine inlet
panicle eparator which will demoru'trate improved engine
prOtection from sand and dust and develop a better umlerstanding of the scavenge ystem," said David B. Cale, project
engineer. "Potential COSt savings due to extended engine life
and a reduction in down time for repair would be expected as
a result of this contract."

wide and weigh 32 pound". When fastened together, the
sections form :J complete arch thJ.t provides the necessary
~upporl. The oil-covered arch can be camoul1aged to avoid
detection be unfriendly forces.
CERL re earchers designed the libergla:is arch so that dle
'>eaions can be "nested," or closely ~racked upon each other, to
minimlLe transportation- pace requirements. When ,>tacked,
10 neMed ,eclion have a tara I height of 13 inches.
Future plans include evaluating different materials and de·
igns that will reduce the ~lrucrures weight and size, y t increase its load-bearing capadt):

CERL System Protects Against Aerial Explosives

Four of these "nested" sections are used to create the fiberglass cover. NestIng the sections reduces transportatIon
space requirements,

Scientists Evaluate Progress on Receptors

The "berglass cover provides a base for protecting personnel
agaInst aerIal explosIve rounds, Troops construct the cover
and then add a protective layer of soli or sandbags,

The ., Army Construction Engineering Re earch Uiboratory (CERL), Champaign, IL, is developing the Sectional Fiberglass Overhead Cover uppon System to prOtect Army trOOP
against aerial explosive rounds, The wide u e of aerial explo ive rounds against trOOP fighting positions make over·
hea<?cover es entia!. Weapon ystem like the TOW ami-tank
weapon are particularly \'ulnerable becau e they are primary
targets for enemy fire,
CERLs fiberglass cover system provide, the foundation for a
36-inch layer of either soil or sandbags, Thi, protect layer will
shield TOW gunners from hrapnel or other shell debris. A
minimum of 18 in hes of oil or andbags i required to
protect personnel again t a 155mm shell detonated 10 feet
from the po. ition.
The Sectional Fibergl,' Overhead Cover SuppOrt System
consiMS of four cornlgated fiberglass sections. Each. ection is
59 and three-quarter inche long. 40 and three-quarter inches
November-December 1985

Scientists from the U.S. Armys Chemical f{e earch amI Development Center (CDRCl, met e'JrUer this year with:30 leading s ienti~ts in the fields of pharmacolom; biochemi. try and
biophysics to review the first year of a combined effort aimed
at the developmem of a generic detector for neurotoxic
agents.
The Johns Hopkin C'niversity Applied Phy ics 1~1borator)'
hosted the meeting, now known as the Fir~t Annual CRD
conferen e on Receptors. Dr. E Prescort Ward, chief of the
Biotechnology Di\'!sion at CRDe. opened the conference and
welcomed the sdenti ts on behalf of CRDe.
The conference ,,,as held to evaluate the progress m<\de by
the contractors working For dle P<C>t rem on neuroreceptors
and aruficial membrane in CRDC); effort to de\'elop a minidetector for the Army
"We wanted to get scienti ts, both contractOr and outside
experts, together to evaluate the ltst year: progreso and plan
future directions of the program," said Dr. Jame. Valdes, a
neuro-pharmacologi t in CRDe BiOtechnology Oil'i. ion and
chairman of the conference. 'This \va\' we can c\'aluate the
progress and feasibility of their approa~he. and identify technological a. pects of the program ,,'h ich need to be developed," he aid.
Re~earchers from numerous universities and medical
chooLs, and scientists and engineers from ROC. the Army
He 'earch Onice. the laval R search Laborarory and the Applied Phv ics ulboralOry attended eight formal presentations
Army Research, Development & AcquiSition MagazlI1e
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which were followed by an open forum round-table
discussion in which different approaches to the problem of
generic hiodetection ~ 'ere analyzed and deh:lled
Significant progreso has been made since the. e top reople
have shown [merest in the program, and a laboratory demonstration is being planned for next summer.
The scientist. hope to develop a microsensor which Gill
detect many classes of neurJll~' toxic agems without the need
to have previous knowledge of their identities. The detectOr
will combine the biological system, Le., immobilized receptor
proteins, with microsenso which will transduce and amplify
the respoll! e of the receptors to threat agents.
"There are Iiteralll' hundreds of pOlential threat agents,
including naturally occurring toxins, and syl1lhelics," .aid Valdes "But mo. t of the n urally loxic agents reaCl primarill with
pecific receptor sites.
"Ifw can isolare and stabilize these targets, we can develop
a sensor thaI will react to the agen15 wid1 great sen,itivity and in
rca I time. 111eoreticall~: d1e prOleins in the s~ stem would
function as well as proteins in your brain. maybe bener," he
said.
The laboratof) work uses receptors from rats and a specific
type of electric fi h that has acetychohne receptors and ion
d1annels nearll' identical to tho,e in human.. L;lrimateh; orher
receptor~ will' be incorporated and cell clilrure or cloning
techniques will be developed La provide for the lar~e amount'
of receptor required 111 a fielded device.
Valdes said a follow-up c nference will include more engineers a.nd a greater emphasi. on coordination am ng contractors working on biological and engineering aspecL~ of the
project.

Stabilizing The New "Light" Artillery
Purting the "light" imo the evoking light dil'Lsions is curremlyan importanr priority for the Army Engineers at the L·.S.
Army Armamem Research and Development Center AlillC)
are developing innm'3th'e approaches toward that end.
There i~ a dual challenge in a program to build a Iighrweight
artillery piece with performance characreri tic equivakm to
the presemly fielded 1\01 198, 155mm LOwed howirler. ARnC
engineers are u'ying to relluce weighltO enhance mobilit~: but
also lessen recoil force ro maintain stability and ~afe~.
The dual ollition is compos ire materiels and recoil S\ tem
technolosr-: Funhermore.. uch a Solulion could spin ofT to
othet aniller~; mnk and cannon weapon. y. rems.
The pres m goal is a 9.000-pollnd t Iyed hOI"llzer that
maintains the same range characterL ri ,as the 16,OOO-polind
1\1198. The wcapon must be more [han -10 percent lighter, yet
mlll not "hop" or move significantly when fired, which would
reduce accuracl' anll endanger the ere',: Composite materiels
proVide the potential to build lightweight 155mm aniJlef)'
sy tems: recoil tcchnol gy can make the systems usable.
uccess would provide the new light infantry divisions ~I'ith
the reqUired firepower and allow airlift capabilitI' by a product-improved l'1160 Black Ilawk light utilitl' heli opter.
Graphitc and fiberglass ;Ire being explored as alternatives to
aluminum and steel With the support f the Army Mmeri;lls
and IIlechanics Re carch Cemer (A.\I~IRC) in \Xatertown. ~IA
ARDC engllleers intend to develop a full-scale 155111111 rowed
artillery weapon incorporating state-of-the-an composites.
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Composite material can be tailored La a speciflc applicmion
with new: more exacting de,ign methodolo~: Graphite. glas
and Other fibers pos. e. s high strenghHo-weight rati s that
make them feasible replacements for aluminum and teel in
the "heavyweight" components of tl towed howitzer-lhe carriage. u'ail and cradle.

,.,

liGHT WEIGHT TOWED HOWITZER
~COMPOSlTE

MAlERtALS

Lightweight, long-range artillery weapon makes extensive
use of state-of-the-art composite components.

.olution of the compoSite-materials problems is essemial.
Equallye. sentIal is the mitigation of reCOil forces The present
hydropneumatic throttling system. will not do the job. 'e ~
and innovath'e ways to manage recoil energy Illu.st be deI'eloped. One approach the engineers are investigating is the
application of electronic feedback control 10 man iror and
optimlle recoil energy dissipmion.
A full-scale demonstration of tbis concepl is planned at
ARDe. An exi ting 1';5mm recoil mechanism will be modiftecl
and exercised on a te t tand to determine fe;tsibilitl.
If. ucce. sful. this technology may be applied to a nc~' re oil
mechanism speCifically designed for a lighrweight application.
AnIJrner poSSible alternative i'> "soft" recoil. Soft recoil, in
effect. lengrnen the recoil stroke I'ia a spnng pushing d1e tube
a: . embly forward just prior to firing.
Such res arch and development mal' produce ~Idvances
across mission area lines. Technolo~' spin-off could be amiClpated in all rype of large caliber and small caliber wcapon
:stems, Illduding rowed artillery systems, elf-pn pelled artiller) systems and naval gun systems.
Potential spin-offs r. r rhe heavy dose-mmbar area center on
tank ystems. while light close-com bar candidates ;Ire infamry
tighting I'ehicles, antHank ,,'capons and mortaro;. Cannon s~ tems for air defense and helicopters are other porenrial
benefi iaries.
111e de ign, fabrication and resting of a lightweight j"Smm
lOwed howitzer rna> cause "lightening" to tnke nOl onlv
throughout rhe artillery communjt~\ but across a spectrum f
mission areas.

Field Kit Adds Mine Clearer to M1 Tank
111e Bell'oir R&D Cemer has awarded a comract for almost
1." million to General Dyn:ul1i s· Land Systems Division,
Warren, 1\0. for deve!opn1en'l and t sring of
adapter kit that

an
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will allow the Am1\': recentlv fielded track-width mine clearing roller to be mounted ali the M1 Abrams tank.
Developed by the center, the roller weigh about nine tons
and consists of two wheel assemblies which are mounted in
from of the tankb tracks to clear pre sure-fue ed mines. A weight
drag on a chain between the twO assemblies is used to clear tiltrod mines.
In operation, the the adapter kit wi II be attaclled to the tank';
towing eyes. The kit 'will not only allow the roller lO he
mounted on an unmodified lank in the field, but will also
permil the driver to disconnect the roller from inside the lank
in less than I') econds. The quick-release mechanism will
enable him to continue the mission without the roller once the
minefield has been breached. Three protOtype adapter kits
will be buill and tested under mis contract.

Belvoir Develops Pocket-Size Net
A new "pocket-sizc" camouflage net being developcd by the
Army Troop upport Command' Belvoir R&D Center was
used successfully in Korea during Exerdse Team pirit ').
The individual concealment cover Ls a • olid-colored, ')-fool
by 7-foot net made of inci ed, coated nylon. Each unit weighs
less than a pound and can be folded to fit in the pocket of a
soldiers uniform. Ule net can be joined together to form a
larger cover. In the fi Id, they can be used for concealing
fighting positions, weapons emplaccments and oldicrs_ During Exerci. e Tcam Spirit, the cover was used for concealment
by elemen~ of me 7th Light Infamry Djvi ion.
The cover i being developed under a quick re. ponse program at the reque t of me 9tl11nfantry Division and the Army
Development and Employment Agency (ADEA).

Contract Awarded for ACAP T & E
A 29-montl1, 257 9,784. contract for Ad\'anced Compo ite
Airframe Program (ACAP) Militarization Test and Evaluation
has been av.'arded by the U.. Army Aviation Sy. tems Commal1l.ls Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD). Fort
Eu. tis, VA, to Hell Ilelicopter.
'ihe objective of this program i, to condua additionaltc t
and evaluation of the ACAP airframes," said MTD Projea Engineer L. Thomas MazZo'1. "111is effort is to ev-.. lu<lte a variety of
military and operational characteristics and system <lnd subS), tern imerface issues associated wim the use of composite
materials which have not yet been fully a<;sesed."

Hughes Gets Contract for AI Applications
/-Iughes Aircraft Co. has rcceived a 25-mol1lh, 401,319 contraa from the 1;.. Army Aviation ~'tems Commands Miati n
Applied Tedmology Dir ctorate (AATDl, Fon Eustis, VA, to
develop artificial intelligence application. to Arm. <lviation
systems fault i olation.
'The program i directed at inve. tigating the application of
me tedlllology of artificial intelligence, particularly the area of
knowledge-based systems for improving dle ability to fault
November-December 1985

isolate and rep:tir Army aviation sy. terns," cxplained AATD
Project Engineer Bruce Thomp on, "This program will develop a knowledge-based system which will be applicd to the
t65 TOW Mi' i1e ystem," said Ulomp. on.
A demon tration of the knowle Ige-based sy,tems ability to
fault i. olate and provide recommended orrective action will
be conducted.

6th Edition of Corrosion Data Survey
Ule sh1:h edition of the C01'lusion Data. wrey (.lle/als
ection), acon\-eniem and easy-to-use reference book to deterrnine corrosion rates of materials in specific em-ironmems, is
a\':lilable from the Nation::tl A!.
iation of Corrosion Engi·
neers (NACE). a technical and professional society concerned
exclusively with me prevention and control of corrosion on all
materials.
111i new edition is an update and re\'ision of the .l9~4 fifth
edition of me Corrosion Data IIn'E.')( initiallv publi. hed 30
year ago. The book identifies metals ellat may provide satisfactory corrosion performance in specific em·ironment· and
gives \fital information concerning reaction, other than orrosion rates, that will be valuable t engineers and scientists.
The In-page hard-bound book liSts more than 2.600 COtrosive ollllions and gases. The data, presented in average
penetration rates, at-e on a matrix of concentration percent in
wat r versu temperature.
Copies are available from I A E Headquarter, Po. Box
2I83ciO, Hou. ton. TX -72]8 at 130 per cop' for member.:
160 per copy for non-members.

Capsules...
Army Publishes Series on Vietnam War
The authoritative history of the VielIlam War is currently
being published as a multi-volume cries by the l'.S. Arm,
Center of Military llistorr The e book: will be [hc Army);
offiCial account of the war and will vividly record the rising anti
falling tide of Americas involvement in Vietnam.
The books in tl1i eries will tell the real story aboutmllnary
decision made at me highest level: d cisions ellat helped to
bape elle wars conduct and ultimate outcome-and the effect
they bad on each American oldieI'. The seri~ of some 20
books, to be published over a period of 10 years, in ludes the
Army' involvement from its earl}' adyj 'ory year to 197 .3 when
tl1e American troops left Vietnam.
Illustrations, maps, chartS, and photographs are featured
throughout the eries. Each book in the series will include a
comprehensive index overing personal names. military titles,
geographic locations, major Army functions, and command.
down to me division le\-el.
-pecial books will focu on the massive logistical suppOrt of
the war, its pioneering teclmologics, Vietnamizalion, intelligence, and communications.
Army Research, Development & Acquisition Magazine
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All of these boo~ will be sold by the U. -, Gm'ernmcnt
Printing Office. To recch'e timely announcements of each
volumeS publication, as well as notices of ne\~ military hi 'torI'
books [rom all of th armed ,ervices. send your namc and
addres to the uperimendent of Documents, ,\Iail top /11K,
\'X'ashint,rton, DC, 20401 and ask to be put n Priority Announcement liM N-53'1,

Career Programs
CROC'S Carlon Selected As Army Fellow
Dr, Ilugh Carlon, a senior research
physicist at lhe 1'.S. Army Chemical Research and De\'elopmenl Cemer
(eRDe 1. has I n selected as a secretary
of rhe Army Fellow in the Army Science
and Engineering fellowship Program.
The program offers carlon the opportUnit) to undertake an unr '. tricted projen for one year. :1l a prh-are, public. or
government instilLition of his choice.
Dr. H. Carlon
carlon will srud,' at the Uni\'ersil)' of
Manchester Institute of . cience and Technol gy in England
fromJune 1986 until]une 198~ He will complete and document studie, of electrical propenie exhibited by atmospheric
lVat I' vapor.
A civilian employee assigned to the Army chemical center in
the Edgewood Area ofAberdeen Pro\'jng Ground for 27 years,
Carlon began dlis study' as pan of a ROC In-hou,e Laboratory
Independent Re. earch (IUR) Program in 197 8, but was assigned to a new project in ]982,
During the lour years of research. Carlon won three first
place annual CROC lLIR ratings. the ~IG Le lie Earl Simon
A'....ard. an Army R&D A hievement Award, ,md published 25
papers related to his research.
A 195'7 graduatc of Drexel Uni"ersit}~ Carlon rc eil'ed a
bachelors degree in chemical engineering. He began his
federal career at Edgewood Arsenal in 1958 as a chemical
engineer. Carlon later received a masters degree in systems
management 1111971 from George W,L~hingtOn Univcr, ity: and
a doctoral degree in physics from City University in Los Angel~ in 19'9.

acqUlslttOn, [IQ, l',S, Army Materiel
Command. Hammond has assumed dutie. as director. :'\uclear and Chemical
Directorate and commanding general,
U,S. Army. 'uclear and Chemical AgcnC),
Ollice. Deputy Chief of taff for Operations and Plans.
Ferguson is agraduat ofdle L.S Military Academy and has an ~IA degree in
international relations from American
BG Ferguson
University and an MA degree in busLl1es
managemem from Central tllichigan CnJ\wsil}: lIe ha: aho
completed the InfJntry Officer Ba.<'IC and i\(iI'anced Cour es,
the N:l\'al School of Command and taff, and the :'\ational \,'ar
College.
During 1983-8'1 he . erved as director of materiel plans and
program , Office of the Deputy Chief of talf for RL~earch,
DCI'elopmctll and Acquisition (ODCSRDA 1, followll1g an asignmem as deputy director of materi I plans and programs in
ODe~RDA Prior to this. he commanded the 2nd Brigade, 5th
Infantry Dillsion (Mechanized1. Fort Polk. LA
Other key assignments have included asSJst,U1t deputy director for operation',. ational.\lililar~·Command Center, Organization of the] int Chiefs of Staff; commander. 3rd Brigade. 2nd
Infantry DiVision, Korea: e1lief, Program Coordination Team,
Materiel Plan, and Programs Directorate, ODeSRDA; and
chief. Infamn' Branch. Combat Arms Divi. ion. Officer Personnel Directorate, t'.. Arn1\' I Iilitarv Personnel Center,
Ferguson:; awards and' decorations include the Legion of
Merit, Bronze Star ,\Iedal with V Device and mree Oak Leaf
CluMers tOLC), ;lleritorious Servic l\ledal wim four OLC, Air
Medal. Army Commendation :-'Iedal with OLe. and the Purple
I lean,

AMC PM Acronyms
(ContinUed from Page 18.)

SATCOM .•..•••• _.
SEMA . _. , • . . . • . .•
SGT YORK ..... , .,
SINCGARS .•....••
SMOKE .•.••......
TAC INTEUEW •.••
TAC VEH .. . . . . . • •.
TADS/PNVS .•.•.••

Personnel Actions...

TANK SYS
TEMOD ••. ,., •••..
TMAS .. , .. ', .•...
TMDE ,., _, ••.•.•.

Ferguson Becomes AMC OCS for OE&A

TPS .•..•• , .•••..•
TRADE . _......••.
TSS ., •..•• , •••.••
UAV ...•... , ... , •.

BG IIlichael L. Ferguson, form r deputy commander/chiefof
staff. l' ,ArmyJapan, has. ucceeded IIIG Roben D. Hammond
as depury chief of Maff for development, engineering and
30
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Satellite Communications
Special Electronic Mission Aircraft
SGT York/Division Air Delense Gun
Single Channel Ground and Airborne
Radio Subsystem
Smoke/Obscurants
Tactical Intelligence/Electronic Warfare
System (Provisional)
Tactical Vehicles
Target Acquisition Designation Systeml
Pilot Night Vision System
Tank Systems
TMDE Modernization
Tank Main Armament Systems
Test, Measurement and Diagnostic
Equipment
Test Program Sets (PrOVisional)
Training Devices
Topographic Support Systems
Joint Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
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Executive's Corner...
AMC Commander GEN Richard H. Thompson Discusses....

Initiatives to Improve the PM Process
During my as ignment as AMC commander, I hm'e undertaken a number of
initiatives to imprO\'e the materiel acquisition process. Two of these initi,uives-the tailored development cycle
and the new Arm\' Laboratory Conunand
and RD&E cente'rs-were discussed b\'
LTG Robert L. Moore in the last issue ~f
this magazine. Both initiatives are directed at impro\'ing the acquisition process and the organizations involved in
that process to get better. more affordable equipment into the hands of the
Arnerican soldier.
I would now like to share with yOU the
rationale for what we are trying t~ do to
improve the acqui Hion process in another key area-project management
(PM). The P 1 concept, which I fully support, has erved u well O\'er the years. It
is a proven technique for intensively
managing selected programs, but it can
be made to work better.

Core Concept and Matrix
Management
We have placed PM at the major subordinate command (MSC) or commodity level so that most of the
functional expertise he or she may require will be immediately available. PMs
are con idered commanders and are extensions of the MSC commander. They
carry, therefore. the authority of that
commander in the execution of the PM
mission and in the use of the matrLx
concept.
We also utilize the "lead command"
concept for developments (such a
Smarr Munitions) which may span several commands. Thi i to ensure coordination among the programs within that
area, and provide each individual PM visibility into, and the control needed to
coordin<1te, complementary efforts.
Command policy regarding the PM
concept is that the PM should not be a
"doer" but an integrator and manager of
all activitie associated with assigned
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programs. The "doing" is accomplished
by functional specialists external to the
project management ornce, but O\'er
whom the PM has tasking authoril): The
full emplo~~nent of our matrix managemelll concept will be of great as istance
in this area.
Under the matrix m,tnagement concept, PMs 'I\~1I bring to bear the functional suppOrt elemenl~ of the A!'viC major subordinate command in respon 'e to
workload demands of the weapon sys·
tem. TIle MSC will provide functional
suppOrt to the PM with the PM retaining
onlv management responsibilities. To accomplish this, PMs mu t articulate need.
and the MSC commander must determine how these neeus can be provided.
TIlis entails early involvemenr j n planning by the matrix componellls who
provide functional suppOrt.

managemelll at MSCs, is the capstone or
umbrella PM structure. .
Unforlunatel~; there is no magic formula for determining the size of a PM
office. Staffing requirements are driven
by the functional demand of a program.
However, given the cu rrent envi ronment
of constrained resource, we can no
longer afford autonomous, elf- ufficient
PM . truclures. I firmlv belie\'e that our
matrix managemem and core concepts
will help us continue to gain the benefits
of project managemem while more efficiently using AMCs resources.

Tennination and Transition
Policy
One of the key to successful projea
management is knowing when to use it.

"PMs are considered commanders and are extensions of
the MSC commander. They carry, therefore, the authority
of that commander in the execution of the PM mission
and in the use of the matrix concept."
Under the present TDA structure,
there is very link flexibility for the
movement of personnel to correspond
with the workload shifts of a system as it
moves through the life cycle. To alleviate
thi problem, ( have directed that the
IDA for PM offices be canceled and the
resources transferred to the MSC TDA In
accordance with the core concept, personnel will then be provided to PM offices by the MSC, as determined jointly
by the PM and tile MSC command r.
To fadlitate the cancellation of PM office IDAs, steps have been initiated to
bring PM charlering and approval under
my jurisdiction. I have also directed MSC
commanders to develop detailed action
plans for implementing matrLx management throughout the MSC and PM communities. An alternative and imermediate step to fully implementing mauLx

Within AMC, there are currendy79 PMs. (
believe thats probably tOO many becau e
it dilutes top managemelll acremion required for programs that really require
it. ThL~ is the reason for recem guidance
on project transition and PM office
termination.

It is AMC policy that the project management approach be maimained but
that project management not become a
customary method of doing business.
Consistent with this policy is our intention to retain PM offices only as long as
absolut€ly necessary. New criteria for determining when PM systems and items
should be transitioned to MSC functional
managem nt respon ibility have been
approved. Initial operational capability
(I0C) is the life cycle event at which a PM
j'Stem will be considered for transition.
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To transition a PM system, three separate actions are required. First, the initial
phase of the fielding proce s (i.e.,
achievement of lOC) must be suece sfully completed. Second, a et of indicator as well as a comprehensive tranition plan checkJ i t must be atisfied.
Third, AMC must approve the sy tern
transition plan in its entirety Key to the
plans approval is not only the existence
of fielding plans and the ab ence of major produc.:tion problems at the time of
transition, but also the assurance that the
MSC is capable of assuming full responsibility for the management of the program after transition.
Transition cannot be effectively completed without extensive planning. Accordingly, the transition plan for each
system will be developed, approved and
scheduled prior to the IOC date. PM offices will be terminated when all of their
system and item have been trans itioned. Tran ition planning should be
initiated at least twO years before the
actual management transfer is to occur.
For Department of the Army-chartered PMs, Secretary of the Army approval is required prior to termination. A
PM office termination plan will be submitted to HQ, AMC for approval at least
ix months prior to the recommended
termination date.

PM System Assessments
Another new AMC initiative to improve the PM process i the PM Materiel
ystems Assessment (PMSA) Program.
Thi management tool was developed
for all program, project and product
managed systems as well as for other
selected high-Visibility systems. The purpose is to have a more active technique
that identiiie potential system problem
areas early enough in the life cycle process to initiate changes before they impact on fielding and sustainability
n1e PMSA, which is reqUired of all
PM , is a "living" document with charts
moving in and out of the PMSA packages
as the system moves through the life
cycle. These PM A packages mu t be updated at lea t quarterly. The PMSA replace the Command Review.
As part of the PMSA process, there will
be two additional review : one from the
council of colonels/director; and an
MSC commander (or representative) review. I consider the HQ, AMC Weapon
System till Manager (WSSM) the key
player in the PMSA proce s. 1 look to the
WS Ms to be the HQ, AMC managers for
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"I totally support the project management system and I
encourage everyone involved to seek ways to assist PMs
and improve the PM process. 11

their respective PMSAs and use them as a
management tool. W Ms will provide
whatever assistance necessary to PMs,
including identification and foilow up of
i sues and actions, development of the
pre entation, and analysi of data.
The I'MSAs that have been reviewed at
I-1Q, AMC thus far have been ucce sful.
We are telling a more accurate story,
identifying issues in a proactive manner,
olving some tough problem , and ultimately improving our upport to the
soldier. It has been a team effort and
shows we are capable of working
smarter.
I want all of the AMC community to
know, understand, and contribute to the
PMSA process. As the PMSA progran1
evolve , several initiatives have been
directed:
• We have established a System Assessment Program Office under the deputy for management and analysis to manage the PMSA and functional area
assessments.
• We are folding the current Program
Management Control y tem inro the
PMSA.
• PMSA data elements are being expanded to include more critical events in
the early stages of the life cycle model.
• The PMSA process will be included
in the curriculum of selected schools,
uch as the Defense Systems Management College, Army Logistics Management Center, and intermediate and enior level schools.
• Current review categories require
selected sy terns to be reviewed at HQ,
AMC, others to be reviewed by tlle MSC
commanders, and a PMSA to be presented to me when I vi it an M C. Initially, there was a "3D-day notice" category which called for MSC scheduled
reviews to be brought into the headquartel' to be presented to me. This category
has been changed to a "no notice" PMSA
which will require a PMSA to be presemed to me at HQ, AMC within 24-48
hours of notification.
• We are synchronizing the Materiel
ReadinessSupportActivity(MRSA)logistics systems reviews witll my PMSA
chedule and in uring that MRSAs asessment i considered during the PMSA
process.
The tremendous effort that has gone
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into the PM A Program to date is outstanding and thos involved are to be
COnlll1encled.

PM Recognition
I totally support the project management system and I encourage everyone
involved to seek wayS to assist Pl\!s and
improve the PM process. I have taken
tep to re-energize the role of the Office
of Project Management ar HQ, AMC. I
want thi office to be the focal point for
PM matters and to erve as a communication channel, both from me to PMs and
vice versa.
The AMC PM Office will be more proactive in its overSight of PM activities and
will promote the interchange of good
ideas among PM . The office is working
closely with the Defense y tem Management College in developing a PM
notebook that will serve as a guide to the
Wide-ranging issues that are within a
PMs areas of influence and intere t. I
expect to add to the respon ibilitie of
the AMC PM Office in the future.
We at AMC are continually seeking to
obtain the recognition for PMs that they
deserve. The colonel-level PM election
board is now conducted concurrently
with command boards, and election
board results are published at the same
time. Beginning next spring, lieutenant
colonels will be centrally selected for
product manager jobs concurrently with
the lieutenant colonel command boards.
We are also continuing to work with.
the Military Per onnel Center to improve
the Materiel Acquisition Management
Program (MAM). Selection of the initial
504 members of the MAM Program was
recently announced.

Conclusion
We're getting result . The Army leader hip continue to recognize the inlporrance of project management. The mo t
recent brigadier general selection Iist included seven serving or former PMs. In
addition, more than 3D active duty general officers are former PMs.
Project management is indeed a challenging and rewarding job. The AMC
staff and 1 are committed to working
toward keeping it that way.
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1985 Index of Army RD&A Magazine Articles
The following is a headline Ii t of feature articles published in the Army RD&A Magazine during calendar year 1985.

JANUARY - FEBRUARY

• lntervlew With AMC Commanding
General Richard H. Thompson
• Manpower and Personnellntegration
• Pershing II Deployment Control
Center
• Logistics R&D: Strengthening the
Bond Between RDA and Readiness
• Designing for Supportability
• ORSA Conferees Address Analysis
Excellence
• Innovation: The Tough Requirement
• The Strategic Defense lnitlative
• Innovation and Creativity in Army
R&D

• Streamlining the Development
Process
• Army Science Board Convenes at Fort
Rucker

MARCH - APRIL

• AMC's Scientific Assistance Program
• Geophysical Methods for Military
Ground water Detection
• Trends in Armor Materials
Development
• AMC Establishes DCS lntelligence
Office
• Evolution of M60 Tank Series
Continues
• Army Presents Annual Laboratory
Awards

__

• Chemical Separations Using
Chromatography
• Army level Program/Prolect
Managers
• AMC Organizational Changes
Announced
• The Surrogate Research Vehicle
• GEN Thompson Discusses Pitfalls &
Payoffs of Component Breakout

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER

• In Search of Excellent Army
Laboratories
• In·House Laboratory Independent
Research
• Prescription for Success: WRAIR
• Continuous
Comprehensive
Evaluation
• Atlanta Xl Conferees Address Major
Issues
• Army Research and Technology: An
Investment in Excellence
• Tandem Computers lnc.: A Culture of
Self Management
• Use of Diesel Fuels in Military
Equipment
• Embedded Training and Systems
Acquisition
• Planning the Future of Tactical Power
• Field Exercise Data Collection

JULY - AUGUST

• The Army's Contribution to the Strategic Defense lnitiallve
• MANPRINT: The Leverage for
Excellence
• Nondevelopmental Item Acquisition
• Spare Parts Review lnitlatives
• Software Development Planning
• Maximizing
Creativity
and
Innovation

.........
........
..

.~

• Applying Sound Business Sense to
Systems Acquisition
• The LHX T800 Engine Request for
Proposal
• Driving Costs Down: Multiyear
Contracting
• Log R&D and RAM·D
• Quality Circles: A Bridge Between
People and Productivity
• Robotic Vehicle Technology Research
• Interview with Chief of Engineers
LTG E. R. Heiberg III

• The Materiel Acquisition Management Program
• Program Management lnitiatives
• Army R&D Achievement Awards
• Design Engineers Field Experience
With Soldiers
• Materiel Fielding Teams for Large
Complex Systems
• Air land Battlefield Environment
Thrust
• Helicopter Reliability Assessment
• Polyphosphazenes: Emergence oflnorganic Polymers
• NBC Collective Protection
• Army M76 Smoke Grenade Ready for
Production
• Improved Fire Protection for M60
Tanks
• LTG Moore Discusses The Acquisition
Process
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